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Disclaimer

Neither the author nor the publisher assumes 

any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, or 

omissions. Any slights of people or organizations 

are unintentional.

This publication is not intended for use as a 

source of security, technical, legal, accounting, 

financial, or other professional advice. If advice 

concerning these matters is needed, seek 

the services of a qualified professional as this 

information is not a substitute for professional 

counsel. Neither the author nor the publisher 

accepts any responsibility or liability for your use 

of the ideas presented herein.

Some suggestions made in this document 

concerning business practices may have 

inadvertently introduced practices deemed 

unlawful in certain states, municipalities, or 

countries. You should be aware of the various 

laws governing your business practices in your 

particular industry and in your location.

Any websites referenced were personally 

reviewed by the author; there are no guarantees 

to their safety. Practice safe Internet surfing with 

current antivirus software and a browser with 

active security settings.

All trademarks and registered trademarks are the 

property of their respective holders.
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How to build security offerings into 
your practice

Welcome to the Tech Data Identity and 

Access Management Sales Toolkit. As you 

expand your security practice beyond 

providing basic security management such 

as email and Web threats, you’ll find this 

guide to be useful in dealing with more 

extensive security issues.

This guide contains lots of ideas that you 

can use to connect with your customer 

and illustrate that you know what you’re 

doing when it comes to identity and access 

management.

How to Use this Toolkit

If you’re new to identity and access 

management solutions, this guide is a great 

place to start.

If you’ve been selling identity and access 

management, use this document to make 

sure that you’re covering all the bases. Most 

likely there are new ideas in this toolkit that 

you can use to enhance your practice.

While it’s impossible to cover every aspect of 

identity and access management in this sales 

kit, Tech Data has a wide range of resources 

that can help you solve your clients’ 

problems. With staff subject matter experts 

and contact with top industry experts, we 

can help you find a solution. Please call us if 

you can’t find what you’re looking for in this 

sales toolkit.

Review the table of contents and then scan 

through this document looking for what’s 

most interesting to you. By doing this you’ll 

rapidly identify content that’s new without  

wasting a lot of time reading every word.

As you review this material, identify what 

you want to share with your staff and clients 

to help them have a more successful and 

secure operation. Doing this lets you get the 

most out of your time with the sales toolkit.

What is Identity 
and Access Management?
This guide reviews how to manage access 

to your customers’ sensitive and valuable 

corporate data. Identity and Access 

Tech Data
Identity and Access 
Management Sales Toolkit:
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Management combines three elements—

Authentication, Authorization, and 

Accounting—collectively called AAA. Let’s 

take an in-depth look at these three areas.

Authentication
The first step to access control is verifying 

an individual’s identity; that a person is who 

they claim to be. If an attacker can’t get past 

the authentication system, they can’t 

do damage.

Authenticate by confirming something 

you know such as a lock combination or a 

password, something you have such as a key 

or ID card, or something you are or do such 

as physical attributes or behaviors.

Something You Know
A password is the oldest and simplest way to 

identify friend or foe; just ask a question that 

only an authorized person can answer. 

For example, financial institutions ask for 

your Social Security number, your mother’s 

maiden name, or a Personal Identification 

Number (PIN). With the proliferation of social 

media and online sites for many people, 

these specific pieces of information can be 

found with a quick search. A recent survey 

of hacked PINs found that the 20 most 

frequently used PINs cover 26.8 percent of 

all access codes. 1 

Passwords
Your first line of defense against 

unauthorized access is a combination 

of user names and passwords, allowing 

authentication of individuals and providing a 

rudimentary level of non-repudiation. 2

Passwords can be defeated by: 

• A person disclosing to another their user

  name and password

• It being observed as it was typed in        

  (called shoulder surfing)

• Being found on a cheat sheet near 

   the computer

• Being discovered by attackers with 

   a dictionary attack or brute force attack 3 

Internal and External Passwords
When you access external systems or 

websites, your user name and password are 

often open to interception. For this reason, 

create policy to always use different user 

names and passwords for internal systems 

that are never used with external systems. 

Other security experts recommend three 

levels of user name and password security: 

one combination for highly sensitive internal 

access, a second combination for offsite 

sensitive sites, and a third combination for 

sites with limited sensitivity. 

1 http://www.howtogeek.com/125378/the-most-common-and-least-used-4-digit-pin-numbers-security-analysis-report/
2 Non-repudiation means that you can’t say it wasn’t you that logged on with that combination.
3 Widely-available tools such as crack and 11oft attempt to bypass login systems by trying frequently-used passwords from a

  dictionary, then resort to brute force by trying all other letter and number combinations.
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Complex Passwords
Complex passwords are created by mixing 

upper and lower case characters, numbers, 

and special characters to create a password 

that can’t be found in a dictionary (like 

o0iCu812).4  An eight-character password 

like this generates 6,095 trillion possible 

combinations; you’re pretty safe unless the 

hacker gets a bit of alone time to brute force 

the password. 

While they’re complicated to crack, 

passwords like this can be unreasonable for 

users to remember. Each month, about 30 

percent 5 of passwords are forgotten and 

manually reset by help desk personnel, with 

the greatest number on Mondays and after a 

holiday.

If users can’t remember passwords, then 

they’ll write them down. The more often that 

a user is forced to change their password, 

the more likely they’ll write it down. A written 

combination defeats security, even if it’s 

stored in the bottom of your pencil holder or 

under your desk blotter, common places to 

stash passwords.

Do a quick audit in your office; find out 

how many people have a sticky note with 

passwords on their monitor, hidden under 

their keyboard, or sitting in the top desk 

drawer. You’ll be surprised.

Create Memorable Complex 
Passwords
You can create a complex password by using 

the first letter of each word in a memorable 

sentence. For example, “I love to ski and dive 

but not at the same time,” yields 

Il2s&dbN@tst. 6

You can also create a complex password by 

simply typing in a short sentence. Another 

method is alternating the characters of two 

words into a single password. For example, 

blend milk and eggs to create the password 

MeIgLgKs. 

Simple Passwords
Simple passwords, like a four-digit PIN, are 

easy for users to remember. While easy to 

crack, a short password is very secure when 

your system locks out a user name after 

a few log-in attempts. This is a common 

  4 Read it out to hear the sentence. A classic complex password, this one happens to be in attackers’ dictionaries so don’t use it.
  5 Industry survey numbers range from 15 to 40 percent. 
  6 Or to make an omelet. 
  7 http://www.fastcompany.com/1766622/infographic-found-the-top-10-places-you-lost-your-smartphone 
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security method with mobile devices, such 

as smartphones. Yet, 54 percent of phones 

don’t have password protection. 7  Make sure 

your clients have this simple policy in place.

Password Policy
You clients need a password policy. Consider 

recommending the following tactics for 

creating secure passwords:

• Set policy that access to all personal

   computers requires a password. 8 

• Strictly prohibit users from giving others          

   their password. Create guest accounts   

   with very limited capability for casual 

   users or visitors.

• Permit passwords that are simple to  

   remember, but not the company name, 

   user name, or other password that’s 

   easily guessed by a colleague. 9  

• Lock out a user name after four  

   sequential failed attempts to prevent   

   password cracking attacks.

• For network access, only permit a user   

   name to be logged on in one location. 

   This enforces not sharing user names.

• Use complex passwords for your servers 

   and critical computers. Better yet,  use 

   stronger, two-factor authentication 

   discussed on page 10. 

• Train users how to create complex 

   passwords that are easy to remember 

   but hard to crack.

• Train users to choose different user 

   names and passwords for external 

   systems and websites to prevent internal 

   access information from being 

   accidentally disclosed. 

• Require that laptops and PCs have 

   complex passwords at boot up, securing 

   the data if the computer is stolen. Don’t 

   rely on the operating system passwords 

   after the system starts. It’s very easy to 

   crack these passwords. 10 

• Use a screen-blanking 11  screen saver 

   with a simple password (one comes 

   with Microsoft Windows®) to secure 

   an unoccupied computer from an inside 

   attacker. While rebooting easily defeats a 

   screen saver, the attacker will have to re-

   logon to the computer with a password.

• A computer that’s turned off is quite 

  secure, so switch off workstations on   

  weekends and holidays. Consider shutting 

  them down at night.  Obviously this

  doesn’t apply to corporate servers.

Single Sign-on
Single sign-on permits a user to be 

  8 Most experts suggest changing passwords regularly. This becomes less important if you use the rest of these tactics.  
  9 The most common passwords are admin and password. Most passwords are the names of pets, sports teams, children, family   
   members, qwerty and 12345678. Go figure.
10 Most passwords of up to 14 characters can be cracked in a few minutes by a widely available download. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ophcrack
11  A blank screen saves energy and makes the computer appear to be off, further deterring internal attack.
12 Most experts now agree that turning off a PC extends its life and delivers a 60 percent energy savings. The concern about damage on power-up just isn’t valid.
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authenticated once to access multiple 

authorized applications. It eliminates future 

authentication prompts during that session 

when the user switches applications.

Single sign-on eliminates inconsistent 

password implementation between 

applications, keeps the password count to 

a bare minimum, makes it easy to authorize 

and immediately unauthorize a user, and 

saves time logging in and out.

Something You Have

Another way of verifying a person is by an 

article in their possession, such as an ID card 

or key. A unique item delivers a higher level 

of non-repudiation than just a user name and 

password combination.

Two-factor Authentication

Article-based authentication can be 

easily circumvented if the item is stolen 

or borrowed, so it’s frequently used with 

a second method, creating two-factor 

authentication.

For example, a signed credit card (an article) 

and a matching signature (a behavior) allow 

a clerk to authorize a charge. 13  Or an ID 

badge (an article) with a photograph (a 

physical characteristic) gains access via a 

guard. Or your ATM card (an article) and 

your PIN (a password) gets cash for lunch.

Security Token

A security (or authentication) token is a 

small device such as a smart card, 14  a key 

fob, or USB device that uniquely identifies a 

user to the security system.

Security tokens are often part of a two-

factor authentication system with a user 

name or PIN that identifies the user as the 

owner of that specific device. 

For example, RSAs give users a key fob or 

credit-card size device that displays a new 

six-digit code every 60 seconds. To log on, 

users enter the code along with their user 

name and password. 

VeriSign offers their Unified Authentication 

managed service using USB devices. They 

manage the verification and infrastructure.

SafeNet offers a SafeWord token that 

generates a one-time password on each 

touch of the device’s button that’s combined 

with a user name and PIN to 

authenticate access.

The most secure tokens become part of 

the user’s guarded personal possessions, 

like their wallet for a smart card or keys for 

a fob. If not, the token may be left behind, 

becoming useless to the user and potentially 

useful to the finder.

13 Payment processing guru Dan Alcorn calls a family member’s unauthorized credit card use loving fraud, as the victim refuses 

   to prosecute the perpetrator.
14A smart card is a credit-card size device embedded with a data-filled microchip. Some require physical contact with a 

  reading device, others can be queried remotely. Billions are used worldwide. One vendor is RSA Security.
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Controlling the Keys

While physical keys are not specifically an 

IT-based security solution, security policies 

need to address them, so here are a few 

thoughts to consider. 

Secure physical assets with a lock and key. 

But the security is only as strong as the lock 

and as safe as the people you trust with 

the key. Commonly-held keys have a very 

low level of non-repudiation, so if you want 

auditable behavior, don’t trust keys. 

This is why many organizations have gone 

to an RFID badge entry system instead of 

physical keys. They know who has access, 

when they access, and can change access 

permissions in just a minute. 

If your client is going to use physical keys, 

here are some tactics to increase key 

security:

• Check keys in and out. Have employees   

   sign for each key and only give them a 

   key if it’s necessary to perform a 

   daily task.

• Invest in high-security locks available only 

   from locksmiths with keys that aren’t 

   easily duplicated at the corner store.

   Mark them “Do not duplicate.”

• If you have standard locks, re-key critical 

   locks upon employee termination.

• Don’t put identifying marks on keys.  

   Never put your name, address, or phone 

   number  on keys. Better to replace keys 

   then have them returned by a thief, in 

   person, at night.

Something You Are
The authentication method with the highest 

level of non-repudiation is based on who you 

are. Biometrics uniquely identify someone 

by measuring and analyzing unique human 

body characteristics such as fingerprints, eye 

retinas and irises, voice and face recognition, 

hand geometry, and even DNA matching.

Many enterprise laptop computers now 

come with a built-in fingerprint reader that 

replaces user passwords. Door locks with 

fingerprint readers can be had for less 

than $200.

Authorization
Authorization permits what a user can do. It 

enforces policies by allowing or disallowing 

the users’ activities and privileges with 

resources, services, and data. Authorization 

should be set up by job function with a view 

to a user’s roles and responsibilities.

For example, you may allow an accounting 

department employee access to financial 
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records from their desktop during normal 

business hours, but disallow access with their 

user name from other machines or outside 

business hours. If they need to work after 

hours, you can set up a one-time user name 

and password to accommodate them, yet 

retain strong authorization control.

Another example, you may wish to allow a 

supervisor to view the files of their direct 

reports, but not make changes to basic 

information. Nor should they be able to view 

the files of other supervisors’ employees.

Access to the highest level of authorization 

should be restricted to people who you trust 

completely—and should still be audited. 

As good policy, only allow top-level access 

for the task at hand, logging in with lower 

authorization for routine tasks. The highest 

levels of authorization may require two 

people to gain access. 15 

Accounting

Accounting measures the resources 

consumed during access (such as computer 

system time used and how many data 

transactions occurred) supplying usage 

details for departmental or customer billing, 

and trend analysis for growth forecasts. 

Accounting also can monitor activity and 

track unauthorized access attempts, a 

behavior that is grounds for dismissal at 

many companies.

AAA Servers

A dedicated AAA server often delivers 

authentication, authorization and 

accounting services. Most use the Remote 

Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) 

standard that maintains a central database 

of user profiles shared by all other servers, 

even though no one “dials in” any more. This 

makes it easy to enforce access policy across 

a wide range of applications and devices. 

For example, a single change to the AAA 

server database ends all computer access to 

a terminated employee.

While many clients will want to take a 

phased approach to identity and access 

management, this can be dangerous because 

it will potentially open security holes. It’s 

much better to deliver all three of these 

elements in a single solution at once.

The Identity and Access 
Management Market Opportunity 

Regardless of the size of the enterprise, 

the more mission-critical your clients data, 

the more they need identity and access 

management. For a fun and enlightening 

exploration of identity risk, take an online 

quiz from RSA. 16 

 15 An extreme example is launching a U.S. ICBM that requires two operators to simultaneously turn keys at independent 

   workstations. A less extreme example is requiring both a user key and banker key for accessing a safe deposit box.
 16 http://www.emc.com/microsites/fraudgame/flash.htm
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Business Drivers

The biggest business driver for identity 

and access management is security and 

privacy mandates: Federal, State, Local, 

corporate policy and customer demanded 

policies. Once you understand the risks that 

your clients must manage, you can then 

determine the scope of the solution.

The problem is widespread and worldwide. 

JP Morgan reports that 81 percent of 

enterprises experience online fraud exceeded 

$3.4 billion in 2011. 17 An amazing 27 percent 

of the companies interviewed reported 

theft of intellectual property by external 

hackers, disgruntled employees, or foreign 

governments. The 2012 Ponemon Institute 

Costs of Cyber Crime Study found that every 

business they surveyed had experienced 

malware attacks. Furthermore, they found 

51 percent of CIOs surveyed experienced 

attacks hourly or daily. 18

Some of the reasons for the attacks:

• Certain companies are targeting 

  competitors in attempts to sabotage  

  business or steal secrets, a behavior that    

  increases during depressed 

  financial times

• Others want to gain notoriety in finding 

  and revealing corporate dirty laundry 

  ala WikiLeaks

• Organized crime generates huge profits 

   because stolen or pirated data can be 

   immediately used for profits

• Companies don’t take security seriously, 

   with a majority of SMBs not having a 

   rudimentary security policy, making them 

   easy pickings

Ask your clients about their concerns, 

especially experienced executives who read 

the horror stories in the business papers 

every day.

Technology Drivers 

There was a time when corporate espionage 

had limited value. You couldn’t hijack a filing 

cabinet and one could only photograph so 

much during a stealthy night raid. The vast 

majority of corporate value now resides in 

electronic databases: intellectual property, 

trade secrets, customer lists and historical 

data. Virtually all of this data resides in 

electronic format on disk drives—both 

on servers and personal computers—and 

 17 http://www.jpmorgan.com/tss/General/Payments_Fraud_Resource_Center_/1159339812702

 18 http://www.ponemon.org/
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backup copies often scattered throughout 

the organization.

A disgruntled employee with a USB drive 

can commandeer a carload of intellectual 

property and trade secrets. Once they leave 

the property, there is not much that can be 

done to recover them. Sure you can sue, but 

that could take years and the damage can be 

beyond recovery.

While it’s important for trusted employees to 

access the information required to effectively 

do their job, it’s also important to limit access 

to only those who need the information. If 

your customer hasn’t updated their database 

access strategies, it’s possible that any 

employee can walk up to the right computer 

during lunch and 10 minutes later have the 

entire corporate database on a portable 

flash drive.

Do you sense a business opportunity here?

Future Trends

The trend of espionage from foreign 

governments, organized crime and 

competitors will continue. It’s just too 

profitable and too tempting: the odds of 

getting caught and the costs of being 

caught are low. Expect more infiltration from 

outside organizations looking to profit from 

corporate data. 

Here are some threats to be looking for:

• Organized crime gets more aggressive  

  about placing people inside organizations 

  to steal data and then disappear, 

  especially financial institutions

• Disgruntled employees being courted by  

  competitors, leaving with a memory stick 

  full of sensitive and valuable 

  corporate data

• Expect more mandates for information 

  and data access control from all fronts

How to Identify Likely Prospects for 
Identity and Access Management

When looking for security services 

opportunities, ask everybody you speak with, 

“What is your biggest concern about access 

security, specifically the wrong people 

getting their hands on critical information? 

What would happen if they did?” 

The reason why this question works so well 

is because almost everybody has a difficult 

time keeping up with security issues. What 

you learn from this question will give you 

insights into where to probe further in your 

client’s organization.

Who to Talk With: Getting to the 
Decision-making Team
The secret is to identify who is most at risk 

when information becomes compromised. 

Depending on the relationship you have with 
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your clients, you may already have access to 

the key decision-makers. Or you may need to 

establish new relationships higher up in 

the organization. 

The responsible party could have a title 

such as CIO, security officer, legal officer, IT 

administrator, compliance officer, or 

similar title. 

In any case, you can most efficiently find 

the security decision-maker by asking your 

contact the question, “Who is responsible for 

data access security?”

If the person you’re speaking with isn’t 

responsible, they will gladly point you in the 

right direction. And who can blame them? 

They don’t want the responsibility.

Ask your contact to make the introduction. 

If that’s not possible, or you don’t have a 

contact in your target customer, you’ll have 

to get their attention on your own. 

Suggested Introduction Email
Subject: Identity control and access 

management concerns

Message:

Did you know that every company 

experiences malware attacks? What keeps 

some companies safe while others suffer 

loss?

The answer is they know how to manage 

data access. If this concerns you, let’s talk. If 

not, would you let me know who should be 

concerned?

I am (your name) with (your company). Our 

clients tell us that they work with us because 

they can let us worry about security issues 

so that they can go about what’s important 

in their business.

Please let me share with you some of the 

things we’ve done for our clients and identify 

if we can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email to schedule a time to 

speak or call my cell phone at (your phone 

number).

P.S. You might find this information helpful. 

(Web address for additional information 

about your security services.)

Suggested Voicemail Script
I’m (your name) with (your company). Did 

you know that every company experiences 

malware attacks? What keeps some 

companies safe and others suffer loss?

The answer is they know how to manage 

data access. 

The purpose of my call is to share with you 

some ideas that I’ve found to solve this 

problem. Our clients tell us they choose to 

work with us because they can let us worry 

about these issues so that they can go about 

what’s important in their business.

Please let me share with you some of the 

things we’ve done for our clients and identify 
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if we can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email at (your email 

address) to schedule a time to speak or call 

my cell phone at (your phone number).

I’m looking forward to sharing what I’ve 

learned, (their name).

What to Say: Aligning with Their Motivation

In your conversation with them, confirm they 

are indeed responsible for data security and 

then ask them, “How do you plan and budget 

for identity and access management?” This 

will give you some insight into how they 

approach their job. If they aren’t responsible 

for planning and budgeting, they are the 

wrong person to speak with. Find out who is 

and get to them.

Follow-up with the question, “How would 

you like that to change?” What they want to 

change is what they’re willing to buy. Now 

it’s just a matter of matching what you have 

to offer with what they’d like to 

do differently.

Managing Common Objections

No doubt you’ll run across some objections 

when you talk with your customers about 

identity and access management solutions. 

Here are the most common ones that show 

up and some suggestions on how to 

manage them. 

The most likely objection that you’ll hear is, 

“Our systems are already secure.”

Your response to this should be, “I’m sure 

they are! Yet what happens when you need 

to fire a critical employee? How quickly 

can you protect your critical data from 

misappropriation? Let me take a look 

at your systems to look for gaps. If we 

find anything, it’ll save you the cost and 

embarrassment of an attack. If we don’t find 

anything, you can say that you’re just being 

cautious and exercising reasonable care.” 

Another common objection is, “We don’t 

have the money.” I’m sure you hear this all 

the time. Next time you do, try this reply: “I 

hear that all the time. And I’m sure you do, 

too. Yet what have you budgeted for when 

someone gets a hold of information that 

they shouldn’t? Your company probably 

has an employee handbook full of codes of 

conduct. What are you doing to ensure that 

conduct and protect your critical assets? 

Let’s take a look to see what it would cost 

to if somebody accessed information they 

weren’t supposed to and what it would be 

worth to prevent that from happening.”

Yet another common objection is, “We’re 

going to look at that in the future.”

Try this response: “That’s a great idea! How 

do you plan to protect access to your data 

between now and then? Let me at least 

put together an interim plan to keep you 

protected until you can put together a 

full solution.”
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Exploring Identity and Access 
Management Opportunities
You can identify opportunities for your 

security practice by asking smart questions 

and intelligently identifying what security 

topics to discuss with your clients.

Qualifying Questions for Application 
and Data Security
These questions let you examine your client’s 

current security situation to determine if 

expanding their security makes sense.

• How do you control access and audit     

  activities around your critical data?

• What would happen if critical customer  

  data got in the hands of the wrong 

  people? 

• How will you keep this from happening? 

• What are your plans to protect sensitive 

   data safe when accessed via 

   mobile devices? 

• What levels of access control are you    

   required by law to maintain? 

• What is the potential legal exposure if   

   your organization inadvertently permits

   access to someone unauthorized?

Aligning with Your 
Client’s Motivation

There will most likely be a number of people 

involved in the decision-making process. 

You’ll need to satisfy the executives’ 

concerns, the technical requirements of the 

IT department, the mandates of the legal 

department and the HR department may 

have an opinion on issuing secure 

name badges. 

Each of these players in the decision-

making process has their own view of what’s 

important. For example, the IT administrator 

will focus on making sure the security 

solution won’t impact the IT operation. 

They will also want to know the nitty-gritty 

details about how you plan on delivering 

the solution. The legal department needs to 

make sure that they are covered in case of 

a breach so that they have legal defense if 

they’re brought to court or have evidence 

when they need to take someone to court. 

The executives want to make sure that they 

You can identify 

opportunities for your 

security practice by asking 

smart questions and 

intelligently identifying what 

security topics to discuss 

with your clients.
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can maintain and grow operations with 

minimal risk. Customers want to make sure 

that their proprietary data stays private.

This means that you need to cover each of 

these motivating factors of the decision-

making team during the discussion of your 

proposed solution. Now that you understand 

some of the issues and motivating drivers for 

your client, you can be very compelling as 

you position your security offerings.

Illustrating Compelling Value of 
Identity and Access Management

When you choose a vendor (with help from 

your Tech Data sales rep) for deploying 

identity and access management solutions, 

you’ll frequently be able to use specific 

tools that will help develop strong value 

propositions to share with your clients. 

Couple this with the research that you’ve 

done by asking the questions discussed 

above and you’ll be able to present a 

compelling reason for your clients to take 

action now.

You can calculate what a data breach costs 

for your clients with the Ponemon Institute/

Symantec Data Breach Risk Calculator. 19 You 

can also get current comparisons with others 

in the industry to benchmark data risk costs 

from this resource.

Closing the Deal
You may have noticed that this type 

of security project has more executive 

involvement than other projects. This means 

you’ll need to work with the executives to 

identify execution plans and externally 

driven deadlines.

Align with their internal deadlines. If the CEO 

has promised a key customer that an access 

control security solution will be implemented 

in the next six months, use this information 

to your advantage. Any time that you can 

link your proposal to meeting internal 

deadlines, the deal goes fast.

Expanding the Identity and Access 
Management Opportunity
The process of delivering security services 

is similar to delivering any other technology. 

Break up the task into manageable chunks 

and just get started on the most 

important pieces.

It all starts with a review or creation of 

security policy. See the Secure Content and 

Threat Management sales kit for a discussion 

about creating security policies. Ask your 

Tech Data sales rep for a copy.

Begin by reviewing what level of security 

your client needs. Then identify the barriers 

to making that happen. Next, assemble 

your team to craft strategic approaches 

to eliminating the barriers and evaluate 

potential solutions. Use the smart questions 

in this and other Tech Data sales kits that 
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uncover the necessary information so that 

you can make intelligent choices, balancing 

risk and reward.

Likely Cross-sell and Upsell Options
There are plenty of other items to sell your 

clients as you review their security situation. 

We have created sales toolkits to help in a 

number of these areas. Check with your Tech 

Data rep for these sales kits:

• Application and Data Security

• Secure Content and Threat Management

• Security Compliance and Vulnerability 

Assessment and Management

• SMB Security

Your clients will also potentially need 

additional hardware appliances, networking, 

upgraded storage and improved data center 

security, such as RFID-based access locks.
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Tech Data  
Application and Data Security Sales Toolkit:

How to build security offerings into 
your practice
Welcome to the Tech Data Application and 

Data Security Sales Toolkit. We think that 

you’ll find this guide valuable when you want 

to expand your security practice to reach 

more customers and become more tightly 

integrated in their operation.

You’ll find this guide offers lots to think 

about with specific recommendations and 

ideas that you can use to boost your practice 

and your profits.

How to Use this Toolkit
If you are new to security sales, you’ll find 

this toolkit to be a great way to launch 

your practice. You will get plenty of tips, 

qualifying questions, things to consider, and 

success ideas that you can use to expand 

your practice into security services.

If you’re an old hand at selling security 

services to your customers, you may find this 

tool to be a good checkup. Just like you go 

to a doctor to make sure you’re healthy, you 

might use the ideas in this guide to make 

sure that you’re getting all the profits that 

you can. You’ll probably discover one or two 

ideas that you haven’t thought of before 

and implementing those may make a big 

difference in your practice.

While we can’t cover every aspect of the 

security business in this toolkit, you have 

lots of resources at Tech Data that you can 

tap into to get more answers. Contact your 

Tech Data sales rep with any questions that 

you have. We’re here to help you make a 

difference.

A great way to get started with this toolkit is 

to quickly skim through the guide to get an 

idea of what’s in here. Stop and read what 

grabs your attention. You’re much more likely 

to get what you need out of this guide if you 

pick and choose versus reading it from front 

to back. Use your best judgment on how to 

make the right adjustments for your business 

and make these ideas work best for you.

What is Application and Data 
Security?
In this Tech Data Application and Data 

Security Sales Toolkit, we will discuss 
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how to implement fundamental security 

measures such as email and Web-based 

threat protection. Ask your Tech Data rep for 

other Security Sales Toolkits that cover other 

aspects of security.

For most companies, their greatest assets 

after customer loyalty, are digital. Electronic 

intellectual property is more than 70 percent 

of the market value of a typical U.S. company 

according to PriceWaterhouseCoopers.

It’s About Protecting the 
Customer’s Data
If your clients store information about 

their customers that can be used by third 

parties to steal, defraud, or impersonate 

those customers, then your client is a target. 

Perpetrators want to pilfer proprietary 

property, cheat customers, hinder 

employees, and attack the heart of your 

client’s business—their information systems 

and vital customer assets.

Application and data security is about 

protecting those assets. The good news is 

that security technology is more affordable 

and more reliable than ever. The bad news 

is that the bad guys are more clever and 

vicious than ever.

The usual attack vector is with malware 

(such as viruses, Trojans, worms), email 

payloads (scams, phishing, spam), or weak 

protection from unauthorized access.

Most application and data security offerings 

are delivered by a software solution, 

hardware appliance, or Cloud-based service 

or a combination of these items. Let’s look at 

each of these.

Software-based Protection

• Battles threats within the firewall, inside 

the network or when off-premises

• Works well with smaller organizations

• Small-scale solution, often free with PC 

purchase

• Spam and malware detection not as 

effective

• Focused on consumers, not business

• May not be able to keep up with rapidly 

changing threats

• End user must often perform or allow 

updates to stay protected

• Ongoing annual maintenance costs

Appliance-based Protection

• Hardware bought and installed on-site, 

usually limited or no protection off-

premises

• Works well with larger organizations

• Scaling requires more hardware, can 

create performance limitations

• May require constant, daily attention from 

IT resources

• May not be able to keep up with rapidly 
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changing threats

• Capital expense

• Ongoing annual maintenance costs

• Single point of failure

Managed Services-based Protection

• Works well with any size organization

• No hardware or software to buy, price 

charged by user or usage

• Keeps malware and email threats 

 outside network

• Works either on- or off- premises

• Scalable

• An operating expense instead of 

 capital expense

• No upgrades or maintenance

• On-demand capacity

• Reduces bandwidth, storage costs

• IT staff is free to do other duties

• May not be trusted by IT staff

• Monitored 24/7

Your Clients are Responsible
Virtually every company that has been 

attacked had staff who knew they were 

vulnerable, but hadn’t done anything about 

it. After the fact, they found out that they 

were responsible. Could your client be in 

this position? 

The courts of law have almost always made 

businesses responsible for the security 

of their customers and associated data. 

Legislators mandate corporate responsibility 

and, with it, more pernicious penalties for 

the executives involved. The bar is being set 

higher as to what constitutes reasonable 

care in providing security for customers, 

employees and their data. If there’s a security 

breach in your client’s company, they can 

count on being asked tough questions by 

stakeholders and the law. 

The responsibility for ensuring security in 

your company lies with your client and their 

leadership team. The responsibility of putting 

security into practice lies with each member 

of your client’s company. You can help.

How this Landscape is Changing
In the past, an antivirus program might have 

been enough to do the trick. That’s no 

longer true.

From the release of the first PC-based 

virus in 1986 until 2010, about 220,000 

virus strains had been released. In 2011 that 

number more than doubled with 240,000 

versions released that year alone, an 

average of 14,715 new malware files show up 

every day. It’s gotten worse. According to 

Symantec, there are more than 80,000 new 
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viruses released every day, with over one 

million viruses released in 2012.

Add to this an average of 12 hardware and 

software exploits that are discovered every 

day. These are security holes that can be 

used by an attacker to gain access and 

control of your customer’s IT systems.

New malware and attack vectors appear, on 

average, once every second. You client can’t 

keep up with all of the changes without 

your help.

What this means is that how we approach 

delivering security to our clients changes 

as the nature of the attacks change. Even 

a savvy IT administrator can’t keep up with 

all of the threats, security strategies and 

mitigation methodologies along with all 

the other things they need to know about 

traditional IT infrastructure.

Your clients need you!

Why a Security Practice is 
Valuable for You
Application and data security is usually the 

first step that business partners take to enter 

the lucrative business of selling security 

services to their clients. Most vendors make 

it easy to get into the market by providing 

simple-to-install security applications or 

Software-as-a-Service tools that don’t 

require technical expertise to deploy 

and maintain. 

You get started by selling just a few seats 

to your clients and expand as you grow 

comfortable with the technology. Usually not 

much training is required and you don’t need 

to have anybody with security certifications 

on your staff to be effective.

Business Requirements to 
Successfully Sell Application and 
Data Security
The good news is it won’t take much to 

begin selling security services in your 

practice. It’s more a matter of asking the 

right questions when you speak with your 

clients and then having new things to talk 

about when you identify opportunities.

• If you’re selling software applications now, 

then it will be easy to deliver security 

software applications.

• If you’re selling hardware now, it will be 

easy to sell security appliances.

• If you’re providing infrastructure 

assessments now, it will be easy to add 

security assessments to your offering.

• If you’re offering Cloud-based services 

now, it will be easy to add Software-as-a-

Service to your line card.
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Many business partners find that as they 

move into security, the business grows 

organically as they add more services and 

products based on discovering what their 

clients really need. 

In fact, you can start out just by asking the 

questions that follow in this sales guide 

and then decide what to offer once you’ve 

identified an opportunity.

The Application and Data Security 
Market Opportunity 
Most of your clients have some type of 

security solution, even if it’s just the free 

antivirus package that came with their 

computer. The problem is that while it’s a 

good start, it’s not enough.

Business Drivers
Industry analyst Gartner estimates that 70 

percent of corporate break-ins are motivated 

by money or political reasons. The other 

30 percent are random attacks to grab 

whatever unsecured assets are available and 

cash in on your client’s hard work.

The attacks come from everywhere: checking 

email, going to a website, interacting on 

Facebook, Twitter, or Pinterest. It can 

even come become through a brand-new 

computer just purchased. A recent study by 

the Internet Storm Center claimed that an 

unpatched, unprotected Windows® PC on 

the Internet will be compromised in less than 

6 minutes. 1 

Some shocking facts about digital attacks 

from Symantec’s 2012 Internet Security 

Threat Report: 

• The probability of an attack from a 

random Web page is about 1 in 156

• Between 75 percent of all email is spam

• Corporate data breach ranged from 1.4 

million to $46 million and the average cost 

hit $8.9 million up from $7.2 million 

 in 2010 3 

Negligence remains the main cause of the 

data breach in 41 percent of attacks. The 

problem is that there is no legal defense 

against an intrusion caused by negligence. 

You can easily use this statistic as a door 

opener to conduct a security assessment for 

your clients.

1 When installing a new Windows PC that is connected to the Internet without firewall protection, infection is probable because  

  the time to download critical patches exceeds the unprotected survival time. https://isc.sans.edu/survivaltime.html
2 http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/enterprise/other_resources/b-istr_main_report_2011_21239364.en-us.pdf
3 As reported by Ponemon Institute.
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Information_Security_Management_Act_of_2002
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HIPAA
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Theft of devices and information now 

accounts for 44 percent of loss. This is what 

most customers think that they’re covered 

against, yet as you’ve just learned, this is only 

a portion of the potential risk.

System failures leading to business 

disruption and lost productivity account 

for the rest 30 percent of the costs. And of 

course you can help by providing the right 

hardware, storage, software and 

security systems.

Data Protection Mandates
Governments are invoking more and more 

laws around data protection. For example:

• Federal Information Security Management 

Act (FISMA) for government agencies 4 

• Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) and Health 

Information Technology for Economic 

and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act for 

healthcare organizations 5   

• Payment Card Industry Data Security 

Standard (PCI DSS) for merchants, service 

providers and other organizations involved 

in credit card transactions 6 

• Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act for financial 

institutions 7 

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) for publicly 

held companies 8 

Most states and many local governments 

have specific data protection requirements. 

In addition organizations and companies 

may have specific security demands as part 

of their terms and conditions. The only way 

to know for sure what your client needs to 

be in compliance is to ask them. Often you’ll 

need to consult with the compliance officer, 

legal department, or CFO to get an accurate 

understanding.

Technology Drivers 
A major technology driver for updating 

security approaches is mobile computing. 

Your clients and their employees want 

anytime anywhere access to the corporate 

database. Their customers expect to transact 

business 24/7 securely and reliably.

Yet mobile computing brings its own 

challenges with unsecured or insecure Wi-

Fi access points, a wide variety of access 

devices (such as Windows, Android, Apple 

iOS and many more), and operating systems 

that are unpatched and outdated. Today, 

people don’t just go to work, they work 

where ever they are.

Future Trends
The bad guys trying to get to your clients 

data are way more sophisticated than most 

of your clients. And as compute power gets 

faster and bandwidth gets cheaper it’s only 

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PCI_DSS
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gramm-Leach-Bliley_Act
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarbanes_oxley_act
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going to get worse for those who 

are unprepared.

• Using social media opens up additional 

security holes. While many companies 

block Facebook and Twitter, users can still 

get around these by using anonymizer 

websites.

• New, online applications are being created 

all the time that will pose security risks to 

organizations.

• As bandwidth demands increase, the 

security scanning strategies must keep 

pace with the data throughput.

• More organizations will have a mix of 

operating systems that will need to be 

protected and patched, complicating the 

security task for IT administration.

• Employees and management want to 

use their device in their environment with 

complete security.

How to Identify Likely Prospects for 
Application and Data Security
When looking for security services 

opportunities, you can begin your 

reconnaissance by asking everybody you 

speak with, “What is your biggest concern 

about data security?” 

The reason why this question works so well 

is because almost everybody has a difficult 

time keeping up with security issues. What 

you learn from this question gives you an 

insight into where to probe further in your 

client’s organization.

Who to Talk With: Getting to the 
Decision-Making Team
You may already have access to the decision-

making team now. Or you may need to find 

some new contacts if you want to sell them 

security solutions. The first step is to identify 

who is impacted when there is a breach of 

data security. Initially, it doesn’t make sense 

to talk to anyone else.

The responsible party could have a title 

such as security officer, legal officer, IT 

administrator, compliance officer, or similar 

title. It could also be the chief 

financial officer.

In any case, you can most efficiently find 

the security decision-maker by asking your 

contact the question, “Who is responsible for 

data security including email and 

Web access?”

If the person you’re speaking with isn’t 

responsible, they will gladly point you in the 

right direction. Hey, they don’t want to 

be responsible.

How to Get the Meeting
Ask your contact to introduce you to the 

responsible party. If that’s not possible, or 

you don’t have a contact in your target 
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customer, you’ll have to create your 

own introduction.

Suggested Introduction Email
Subject: New Security Threats

Message:

According to a recent security report, new 

malware hits the network at the rate of more 

than once every second. This means the 

average technology user can’t hope to keep 

up with the onslaught from the bad guys.

If this concerns you, let’s talk. If not, would 

you let me know who should be concerned?

I am (your name) with (your company). Our 

clients tell us they choose to work with us 

because they can let us worry about these 

issues so that they can go about what’s 

important in their business.

Please let me share with you some of the 

things we’ve done for our clients and identify 

if we can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email to schedule a time to 

speak or call my cell phone at (your 

phone number).

P.S. You might find this information helpful. 

(Web address for additional information 

about your security services.)

Suggested Voicemail Script
I’m (your name) with (your company). I’ve 

been working with technology for a long 

time and yet I’ve never seen anything like 

the number of security threats hitting the 

network. There is a new virus being released 

every second. This means the average 

technology user can’t hope to keep up with 

the bad guys.

The purpose of my call is to share with you 

some ideas that I’ve found to solve this 

problem. Our clients tell us they choose to 

work with us because they can let us worry 

about these issues so that they can go about 

what’s important in their business.

Please let me share with you some of the 

things we’ve done for our clients and identify 

if we can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email at (your email 

address) to schedule a time to speak or call 

my cell phone at (your phone number).

I’m looking forward to sharing what I’ve 

learned, (their name).

What to Say: Aligning with Their 
Motivation
Once you can have a conversation with 

them, confirm they are indeed responsible 

for data security and then asked them, “How 

do you plan and budget for data security?” 

This will give you some insight in to how they 

approach their job. If they aren’t responsible 

5 When installing a new Windows PC that is connected to the Internet without firewall protection, infection is probable because the  

  time to download critical patches exceeds the unprotected survival time. https://isc.sans.edu/survivaltime.html
2 http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/enterprise/other_resources/b-istr_main_report_2011_21239364.en-us.pdf
3 As reported by Ponemon Institute.
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Information_Security_Management_Act_of_2002
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for planning and budgeting, they are the 

wrong person to speak with. Find out who is 

and get to them.

Follow-up with the question, “How would 

you like that to change?” What they want to 

change is what they’re willing to buy. Now 

it’s just a matter of matching what you have 

offer with what they’d like to do differently.

Managing Common Objections
No doubt you’ll run across some objections 

when you talk with your customers about 

security solutions. Here are some most 

common ones that show up in some 

suggestions on how to manage them. 

The most likely objection that you’ll hear is, 

“Our systems are already secure.”

Your response to this should be, “I’m 

sure they are! Yet when was the last time 

your system was reviewed and tested? 

We’ll be glad to do this for you and if we 

find anything, it’ll save you the cost and 

embarrassment of an attack. If we don’t find 

anything, you can say that you’re just being 

cautious.”

Another common objection is, “We don’t 

have the money.”

I’m sure you hear this all the time. Next time 

you do, try this: “I hear that all the time. Yet 

how much have you budgeted for when your 

security system doesn’t work and you have 

to clean up from an attack? Your company 

probably retains lawyers and hires locksmiths 

to keep it safe. Yet your most valuable asset 

is your data. Let’s take a look to see what it 

would cost to protect your data the way you 

protect the rest of your company.”

Yet another common objection is, “We’re 

going to be looking at that in the future.”

Try this response: “That’s a great idea! How 

do you plan to protect your data between 

now and then? Let me at least put together 

an interim plan to keep you protected until 

you can put together a full solution.”

Exploring the Application and Data 
Security Opportunity
You can identify opportunities for your 

security practice by asking smart questions 

and intelligently identifying what security 

topics to discuss with your clients.

Qualifying Questions for Application 
and Data Security
These questions let you examine your client’s 

current security situation to determine if 

expanding their security makes sense.

• If your data system was disabled, either 

from an intentional attack or an accident, 

how confident are you that you could 
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quickly restore critical business systems 

before there was substantial impact?

• How long do you have after an occurrence 

before your customers would begin 

looking for other vendors?

• What records are you required by law to 

maintain such as HITECH, PCI DSS, FISMA, 

Gramm-Leach-Bliley, or SOX? 

• How are you assuring that these records 

are secure?

• What is the potential legal exposure if 

your organization cannot fulfill contractual 

obligations?

• What would happen if your company’s 

financial records were destroyed? 

• What would that cost?

• What incidents have you planned for? 

• When was the plan last reviewed?

Triage Questions: Deciding What to 
Discuss for Greatest Impact
When it comes to security, there are so 

many things to talk about that you may 

be uncertain where to begin. Use this 

simple guide to identify where to start the 

conversation with your client.

What is your data security policy?

If they don’t have a security policy, it’s going 

to be very difficult to identify the holes in 

their security beyond the basics and they are 

exposed to potential legal defense issues. 

Your first step will be to help them develop 

a policy that can then be enforced. Many of 

your small clients need help developing a 

security policy. In the process, you’ll identify 

many ways that you can help your client 

become secure.

When was the last time your security policy 

was reviewed?

Even if the organization has a security 

policy, the odds are good that it hasn’t been 

reviewed or tested since it was created. The 

next step is to examine the policy to identify 

where it needs to be revised and where there 

are implementation holes. The powerful thing 

about this approach is that management has 

already agreed to the policy, now it’s just 

time to fund the implementation. You don’t 

have to sell them anything; they just get to 

buy in to what the board agreed to.

What is your biggest concern around 
data security?
Where your client has a concern, they know 

that there is a weakness in their security 

strategy. You can help them explore the 

costs of securing this weakness and identify 

the value of managing the issue.

What is your roadmap for securing 

your data?
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If your client has an idea of where they 

want to go, your job is going to be easy. If 

they don’t have a roadmap, you can consult 

with them on their security goals—based 

on corporate and legal mandates—and help 

them figure out how to get there.

Aligning with Your Client’s 
Motivation
When you work with your client, there will 

most likely be multiple people involved in 

the decision-making process. You’ll need to 

satisfy the concerns of the executives, the IT 

department, the legal department, and your 

client’s customers. Each of these groups has 

their own view of what’s important in the 

decision-making process.

For example, the IT administrator will focus 

on making sure the security solution is going 

to be effective and have limited impact on 

the rest of the IT operation. They will also 

want to know how you plan on delivering 

the security solution. The legal department 

needs to make sure that they are covered 

in case of a breach so that they have legal 

defense if they’re brought to court. The 

executives want to make sure that they can 

maintain and grow operations with minimal 

risk. The customers want to make sure that 

their proprietary data stays private.

This means that in the discussion of your 

proposed solution, you need to cover each 

of these motivating factors of the decision-

making team. Now that you understand 

some of the issues and motivating drivers for 

your client, you can position your security 

offerings in a way that is compelling.

Communicating Powerful 
Value Propositions
If your key contacts are in the IT department 

and they ask you for a proposal, it means 

that they are interested in what you have to 

offer but need to communicate the value 

of your solution to the rest of the decision-

making team. Your proposal must include 

all of the value propositions and information 

that the decision-making team requires to 

say yes.

When creating your proposal, focus primarily 

on outcome instead of methodology. The 

reality is that in security, the methodology 

will change because the nature of the threats 

continuously changes. Instead, focus on how 

you will actively help your client protect their 

data and mitigate any issues that might arise. 

If the IT administrator needs additional 

information about the methodology, include 

that as an appendix consisting of data sheets 

and white papers provided by the vendors 

you’ve selected.

9 http://databreachcalculator.com
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Illustrating Compelling Value of 
Application and Data Security
When you choose a vendor (with help from 

your Tech Data sales rep) for deploying 

application and data security solutions, you’ll 

frequently get access to tools that will help 

develop strong value propositions to share 

with your clients. 

Couple this with the research that you’ve 

done by asking the questions discussed 

above and you’ll be able to present a 

compelling reason for your clients to take 

action now.

You can calculate what a data breach costs 

for your clients with the Ponemon Institute/

Symantec Data Breach Risk Calculator. 9 You 

can also get current comparisons with others 

in the industry to benchmark data risk costs 

from this resource.

Closing the Deal
Using your chosen solution’s TCO or ROI 

calculator you can calculate the value of the 

security solution you’re proposing. If you’re 

calculating TCO, divide the resulting number 

by 36 if it’s a three-year figure, or by 60 if 

it’s a five-year estimate. This gives you the 

monthly savings for the solution. Use this 

number to illustrate the value of making a 

decision sooner instead of later.

For example if the security solution you’re 

recommending saves them $30,000 a 

month, every month they delay the decision 

means they write an unnecessary check 

for $30,000.

Align with their internal deadlines. If the CEO 

has promised the Board of Directors that a 

security solution will be implemented in the 

next six months, use this information to your 

advantage. When you can link your proposal 

to their internal deadlines, you will speed 

the deal.

9 http://databreachcalculator.com
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Expanding the Application and 
Data Security Opportunity
The process of delivering security services 

is similar to delivering any other technology. 

Break up the task into manageable chunks 

and just get started on the most 

important pieces.

Begin by reviewing what level of security 

your client needs. Then identify the barriers 

to making that happen. Next, assemble 

your team to craft strategic approaches 

to eliminating the barriers and evaluate 

potential solutions. Create smart questions 

that uncover the necessary information 

so that you can make intelligent choices, 

balancing risk and reward.

Services
Here are some of the services you can offer 

to your clients. Pick and choose those that 

you feel will enhance your business.

Creating, Reviewing, and Auditing 
Security Policy
Security strategy is based on policy, 

education, technology, measurement and 

enforcement. You can deliver services in 

each of these areas.

A policy is a document that summarizes 

requirements and prioritizes expectations 

that must be met for specific areas of the 

company. It details what’s authorized, what’s 

unauthorized, when policies apply, and who 

is responsible for maintaining and enforcing 

the policies. 

A standard is a specific technical 

requirement that must be met by everyone. 

For example, a computer must be in a 

specific, secure configuration before 

connecting to the corporate network. 

Following industry standards provides a level 

of indemnification when a contract demands 

reasonable care. 

A guideline is a recommended best 

practice that becomes established through 

experience. Effective security policies use 

existing standards and guidelines. This 

speeds adoption because it capitalizes on 

the corporate culture.

Start by creating a policy that defines roles 

and responsibilities. It’s easier to write and 

approve a three-page document than a 

200-page tome. Keep it short and focused, 

assigning responsibility to the right people 

and moving implementation details to the 

right level of expertise. 

Classic policy details scope, reasons, 

definitions, domains, roles and 

responsibilities, management, 

documentation, implementation, 

measurement, and updates and changes.
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Sample Policies
A quick Web search of “sample security 

policies” turns up a number of free and for 

fee examples.

SANS offers sample security policies 

developed by a group of experienced 

professionals; a good starting point. 10 

The IT security policy for Murdoch University 

in Australia is a tight document covering the 

key points, including permission for use by 

others. 11  You might use other university sites 

for policy examples. Just make sure that the 

policies are in the public domain so that you 

can use them.

The SAFE Blueprint from Cisco Systems is 

a best-practices technical discussion about 

business computer networks. It takes a 

defense-in-depth approach so the failure 

of one security system won’t compromise 

the rest of the network. Although the 

recommendations are product agnostic, the 

solutions center on products from Cisco 

and partners. 12 

An expensive but widely regarded book, 

Information Security Policies Made Easy, 

includes electronic templates and fully-

developed examples. 13 

Education
Security breaches begin with, “I don’t have 

to worry about a password; I only use the 

network for printing.”

The biggest bang for the security buck is 

educating your client’s people because 

it puts security into action. Educate all 

employees and vendors about security 

procedures and consequences of 

non-compliance. 

Yes, this costs money, but so does insurance 

and the legal team. Some managers 

complain, “If I train them, they’ll just leave.” 

Well, what if you don’t train them, and 

they stay? 

Most education is simple, like reminding 

employees to not discuss sensitive 

procedures with outsiders. Teach them that 

security is a group responsibility; a chain is 

only as strong as its weakest link.

You can either purchase security training 

sessions or develop your own proprietary 

materials based on the needs of your client.

Measurement
It makes no sense to have a policy that’s not 

measurable because no one knows how well 

they’re doing or where they need to improve.

Some things are easy to measure, for 

example your client can survey who’s 

wearing an ID badge and who has access to 

sensitive information.

10 http://www.sans.org/security-resources/policies/
11  http://www.murdoch.edu.au/index/policies/it
12 http://www.cisco.com/go/safe
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Information_Security_Management_Act_of_2002
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Software tools can measure company-wide 

security policy compliance and can tell you 

how secure your client’s premises are. (We 

will cover that in another security sales 

toolkit.) Many of these tools come pre-

configured with security policies based on 

standards and best practices, making policy 

easy to implement and measure.

Audits
Your clients need a regular, third party audit 

to illustrate that they are in compliance and 

to illustrate best effort. You can regularly 

audit access to confidential information to 

determine how vulnerable your clients are. 

Review what information is accessible, by 

whom, and where and how it is accessible.

You can purchase tools that help with the 

security audit process. In addition you’ll 

find a similar security sales toolkit written 

specifically about security compliance and 

vulnerability assessment and management.

Enforcement
Few people want to play the heavy in 

enforcing security policy. Yet, a policy 

without enforcement is a set up for major 

trouble. You, as a third party, can help 

with this.

Rules and policies don’t have the force of 

law. Your clients can’t physically detain 

someone because they broke a corporate 

rule unless it’s backed up by legislation. But 

they can dismiss offenders.

One of the easiest ways to enforce policy is 

to show your clients how to make security 

compliance part of the regular performance 

review process. A good worker who isn’t safe 

isn’t good for the company.

Devise a series of warnings with increasingly 

stiff sanctions. Some infractions need to 

carry the penalty of instant dismissal, such as 

committing felonies on company property. 

Your client may wish to create rigorous 

responses to seemingly minor security 

infractions if those lapses result in 

legal exposure.

If a client’s employee, vendor, or customer 

breaks the law, call law enforcement.

Likely Cross-sell and Upsell Options
There are plenty of other items to sell 

your clients as you dig into their security 

requirements. We have created sales toolkits 

to help in quite a few of these areas. Ask 

your Tech Data rep for these sales kits:

• Identity and Access Management

• Secure Content and Threat Management

• Security Compliance and Vulnerability 

Assessment and Management

• SMB Security

Your clients will also potentially need 

additional networking, upgraded storage, 

and improved data center security.
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Supporting Resources
There is certainly much more to discuss 

then we can cover in this sales kit. Use these 

resources as a good starting point to gather 

what you need to expand your 

security practice.

Industry Resources
Look at these websites for sources of up-to-

date statistics, ideas and insights.

National Vulnerability Database

nvd.nist.gov – National Vulnerability 

Database (NVD) is the U.S. government 

repository of standards-based vulnerability 

management data.

The SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network, 

Security) Institute

http://www.sans.org/security-resources/ 

– SANS is a great resource for computer 

security training, network research 

and resources.

Hoax Reference Site

Nothing kills your credibility faster than 

sharing bad data. http://snopes.com is the 

first stop for a quick check to see if an email 

warning or story is hoax. 

The Security-Specific Search Engine 

SearchSecurity.com – Offers a variety of 

newsletters or webcasts dedicated to 

security. The site offers security-specific daily 

news, thousands of links and interaction with 

leading industry experts.

Security and Privacy Research Center

www.cio.com – From creating and 

implementing a security policy to dealing 

with rogue programmers, the CIO Security 

and Privacy Research Center can help with 

ideas to keep a network and site secure. 

Computerworld Knowledge Center

www.computerworld.com/securitytopics/

security – Leading with the latest security 

headlines, Computerworld’s site includes 

upcoming events, links to vendors, security 

statistics and reviews, as well as 

online discussions. 

Electronic Privacy Information Center

www.epic.org – This site from the Electronic 

Privacy Information Center (EPIC), a public 

interest research center, covers the gamut of 

online privacy issues.

Computer Security Institute

www.gocsi.com – Publishes the annual FBI/

CSI computer crime and security survey. 
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Educates computer and network security 

professionals about protecting 

information assets.

The CERT Coordination Center

www.cert.org – Website for the CERT 

Coordination Center at Carnegie Mellon 

University, a major reporting center for 

Internet and network security vulnerabilities. 

Information Systems Security Association

www.issa.org – A non-profit association 

for information security professionals 

that facilitates interaction and education 

to promote secure information systems 

management practices.

Center for Internet Security

www.cisecurity.org – CIS members identify 

security threats of greatest concern and 

develop practical methods to reduce the 

threats. Provides methods and tools to 

improve, measure, monitor and compare the 

security status of your Internet-connected 

systems and appliances. CIS is not tied to 

any specific product or service.

NIST’s Computer Security Resource Center

csrc.nist.gov – Resources from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology’s 

Computer Security Division. Includes 

resources and standards for government 

IT deployments.

Assessment Tools
Most security vendors include a vulnerability 

assessment tool as part of their suite of 

products or as a sales tool. Ask them 

about what they have available for you to 

complement any tools you already have.
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Tech Data
Security Compliance and 
Vulnerability Assessment and 
Management Sales Toolkit

How to Build Security Offerings 
into Your Practice
Welcome to the Tech Data Security 

Compliance and Vulnerability Assessment 

and Management Sales Toolkit. In this guide 

you’re going to learn about services and 

products that you can use to help your clients 

remain protected in the face of ever-changing 

security threats and remain in compliance 

with ever-changing security mandates.

The on-going security management 

services that you offer can help clients 

illustrate best-effort in compliance with 

security mandates, protecting them from 

expensive exposure, minimizing risk, and 

making it easy for them to focus on what 

they do best. This pulls together all of the 

elements of your security practice to make 

it a complete suite of on-going services to 

your clients.

How to Use this Toolkit

If you’re new to Security Compliance and 

Vulnerability Assessment and Management 

solutions, this guide is a great place to start.

If you’ve been selling compliance and 

assessment services, use this document to 

make sure that you’re getting the most out 

of your security practice. Perhaps you’ll find 

a few new ideas that you can use to make 

more profits.

While we won’t cover every point of Security 

Compliance and Vulnerability Assessment 

and Management in this sales kit, Tech Data 

has many resources that can help you solve 

your client’s problems. We can help you find 

a solution. Please call us if you can’t find 

what you’re looking for in this document.

Peruse this manual looking for ideas that grab 

your attention so that you can quickly identify 

what’s going to help you the most. Share these 

ideas with your staff and clients so everybody 

benefits from your newfound knowledge.

What is Compliance and Vulnerability 
Assessment and Management?
This guide reviews how to make sure that 

your clients are in compliance with mandates 

for protecting and preserving corporate 

assets and minimize their exposure to 

security risks.

While no organization wants to undergo 

a malicious attack, most organizations 

haven’t thought through or thoroughly 

planned a comprehensive security strategy. 

In the world of IT, every day presents a new 

security threat. The purpose of vulnerability 

assessment is to identify and mitigate threats. 

Increasing the situation complexity is the 

demand to comply with security mandates. 

Every organization is required by federal, 

state, and local laws to protect and secure 

data, make the data available for auditing 

and review, and ensure that the data is 

appropriately used. Add corporate policies 

and client service level mandates to this mix, 
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1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governance,_risk_management,_and_compliance

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarbanes-Oxley_Act

and you can have a wide range of potentially 

conflicting access and security demands. 

With the increasing number of regulations 

and demand for operational transparency, 

organizations are increasingly adopting 

the use of consolidated and harmonized 

sets of compliance controls—sometimes 

called integrated gRc for governance, risk 

management, and compliance1. Usually 

driven by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act2, this 

ensures that all governance requirements 

can be met without duplication of effort and 

activity. Your clients can waste lots of money 

with a haphazard approach to compliance. 

The purpose of compliance management is 

to create policies that spell out the means 

of protection and procedures necessary to 

deliver that protection.

What’s the Security Policy?
Security starts with deciding what your 

client wants to protect and then deciding 

how much they want to protect it. You don’t 

want to protect everything; it’s too expensive 

and annoys everybody. And compliance 

mandates don’t require you to protect 

something that’s publicly available.

The security policy discusses protecting 

the ability to conduct business, preserving 

valuable or critical assets that determine 

the well-being of the organization, and 

complying with any mandates. The key 

assets are:

• People—employees, customers, key 

vendors, and stakeholders.

• Property—physical, electronic, and 

intellectual.

• Processes—the procedures used to 

successfully conduct business.

• Proprietary Data—trade secrets, 

confidential information, and personal data.

Security is about keeping out the bad 

guys who would misappropriate and 

misuse these assets, while letting in the 

good guys to appropriately use them to 

produce a profit.
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What’s Valuable?
Security is about identifying what is valuable 

and what requires protection. It’s not logical 

to lock the lunch room, and leave the 

corporate database server in a public hall way.

The first step in the security plan is to identify 

what you can and can’t live without. What 

are you legally required to protect? Defend 

this first, or you could go to jail. What do you 

need to operate your business? Defend that 

next, or you could go out of business. What is 

impossible to replace and what can be covered 

by insurance? What’s a trade secret and what’s 

common knowledge?

What’s Vulnerable?
Next, identify vulnerabilities and threats to 

what is valuable, then minimize or eliminate 

them. It’s also about controlling the effects 

of equipment failure and human error. The 

good news is that protecting from malicious 

attack often minimizes real-world mishap.

Identifying vulnerabilities requires an outside, 

third-party perspective. With all of the new 

threats emerging, it’s a real challenge to stay 

on top of all of them. There are a number 

of security organizations and vendors that 

specialize in identifying and managing 

threats. Don’t rely on any single organization 

because each one has its strengths and 

weaknesses. Instead use a combination of 

security organizations to make sure that all 

vulnerabilities can be assessed.

You can be this third-party security 

organization to your clients, and Tech Data’s 

vendors can be this to you.

The Four Outcomes of Security
Solid security ensures continuous operation 

of your client’s company by assuring 

availability of corporate assets, the integrity of 

those assets, the confidentiality of assets that 

are private, and making those who access the 

data accountable for their behavior. 

1) Confidentiality

Customers, employees, and vendors expect 

for you to keep their secrets. And if you 

handle your customer’s money or keep 

a personal profile, legislation mandates 

information protection.

Security must limit access to only trusted 

people who need to use the data to serve 

the customer or do their job. Managing data 

access entitlement is a major part of limiting 

vulnerability and mandate compliance. This 

especially true for financial institutions and 

health care facilities.

2) Integrity

If your clients are like most companies, every 

aspect of the business is managed and 
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reported through a computer system. The 

information is the company. 

Information integrity means that the 

data is accurate, up-to-date, and hasn’t 

been corrupted or tampered with—either 

accidentally or maliciously. In a physical 

sense, security prevents resources from 

being sabotaged or tampered with. 

There are many compliance mandates against 

changing data. One mandate is the Dodd-

Frank Act that encourages employees to reveal 

when an organization is hiding malfeasance.3 

Another mandate is the SECs requirement 

for companies to use eXtensible Business 

Reporting Language (XBRL) to automate 

financial report analysis.4 While auditing for 

usage is not strictly a part of security, it is 

part of compliance management.

3) Availability

If customers, employees, and vendors can’t 

access the information and assets they need 

to do their job, they’re out of business. Data 

and resources have to be available when and 

where the team needs them.

There are mandates about availability. For 

example, HIPAA and HITECH acts demand 

that health records be available and remain 

on-line for specific durations.5

4) Accountability

All aspects of the security system must 

include unalterable audit trails so those 

who access the assets are held accountable 

for their actions. For example, the PCI DSS 

requirements of merchants accepting credit 

cards demands accountability.6

Combining audited access with unique 

personal identification creates non-

repudiation, or the ability for you to 

undeniably prove who did what. Non-

repudiation is critical for successful security 

enforcement and prosecution of violators. It’s 

also demanded by many compliance edicts.

Compliance
Compliance is an always-changing challenge. 

Between federal, state, local and customer 

compliance demands, your customers often 

don’t know what they have to do to be in 

compliance. They need your help.7 

Given that many new federal legislation 

demands have egregious penalties for non-

compliance—CFOs can go to jail—your 

customers have strong incentive to get 

the compliance right. Today to a CFO, ROI 

stands for “risk of incarceration.”

You’ll find vendors, such as Symantec that 

can help you with compliance audits and 

recommendations and tools to bring your 

customer into conformance.

Consider using security and compliance 

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dodd–Frank_Wall_Street_Reform_and_Consumer_Protection_Act

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XBRL

5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipaa

6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payment_Card_Industry_Data_Security_Standard

7For a good compilation of compliance mandates, see https://www.redemtech.com/data-security-federal.aspx
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controls such as those outlined in CSIC 

Twenty Critical Security Controls for 

Effective Cyber Defense: Consensus Audit 

Guidelines.8 These controls are recognized 

by government agencies as a best practice, 

driven by recent changes in FISMA 

reporting standards.9 

Creating a Manageable 
Security Policy
You can only manage what’s defined and 

what’s measured. Policies must be created 

with this principle. Security strategy is 

based on policy, education, technology, 

measurement, and enforcement. You can 

deliver services to your clients in each of 

these areas.

A policy is a document that summarizes 

requirements and prioritizes expectations 

that must be met for specific areas of the 

company. It details what’s authorized, what’s 

unauthorized, when policies apply, and who 

is responsible for maintaining and enforcing 

the policies. 

A standard is a specific technical 

requirement that must be met by everyone. 

For example, a computer must be in a 

specific, secure configuration before 

connecting to the corporate network. 

Following industry standards provides a level 

of indemnification when a contract demands 

reasonable care. 

A guideline is a recommended best 

practice that becomes established through 

experience. Effective security policies use 

existing standards and guidelines. This 

speeds adoption because it capitalizes on 

the corporate culture and employee inertia.

Classic policy details scope, reasons, 

definitions, domains, roles and 

responsibilities, management, 

8http://www.sans.org/critical-security-controls/

9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FISMA
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documentation, implementation, 

measurement, and updates and changes.

Sample Policies
You can get software tools with 

recommended security policies that include 

assessment and auditing functions to 

automate the entire process. We recommend 

that you find one that you can use in your 

organization. Ask your Tech Data rep for help 

making the selection.

A solid policy strategy is to make sure that 

it is in compliance with ISO/IEC 27002 

standards.10 This standard is internationally 

recognized and widely adopted. The standard 

contains the following 12 main sections:

• Risk assessment

• Security policy—management 

and direction

• Organization of information security—

information security governance

• Asset management—inventory and 

classification of assets

• Human resources security—security 

aspects for employees joining, moving 

and leaving an organization

• Physical and environmental security—

protecting the computer facilities

• Communications and operations 

management —managing technical 

security controls for systems and networks

• Access control—restricting access rights 

to networks, systems, applications, 

functions, and data

• Information systems acquisition, 

development and maintenance—building 

security into applications

• Incident management—anticipate and 

respond to security breaches

• Business continuity management—protect, 

maintain, and recover business-critical 

processes and systems

• Compliance—ensure conformance 

with security policies, standards, laws, 

and regulations

Education
Security breaches begin with, “I don’t have 

to worry about a password for my computer; 

I only use the network for printing.”

The biggest bang for the security buck is 

educating your client’s people because it puts 

security into action. Educate all employees 

and vendors about security procedures and 

consequences of non-compliance. 

Yes, this costs money, but so does insurance 

and the legal team. Some managers complain, 

“If I train them, they’ll just leave.” Well, what if 

you don’t train them, and they stay? 

10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_27002
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Policy is designed to keep everybody in 

the organization out of trouble. Put it this 

way, and you’ll have more enthusiastic 

participation.

Most education is simple, like reminding 

employees to not discuss sensitive 

procedures with outsiders. Teach them that 

security is a group responsibility; a chain is 

only as strong as its weakest link.

You can either purchase security training 

materials or develop your own proprietary 

materials based on the needs of your client.

Measurement
It makes no sense to have a policy that’s not 

measurable because no one knows how well 

they’re doing or where they need to improve.

Some things are easy to measure, for 

example your client can survey who’s 

wearing an ID badge and who has access to 

sensitive information.

Software tools can measure company-wide 

security policy compliance and can tell 

you how secure your client’s premises are. 

Many of these tools come pre-configured 

with security policies based on standards 

and best practices, making policy easy to 

implement, enforce, and measure.

Audits
Your clients need a regular, third-

party audit to illustrate that they are in 

compliance and to illustrate best effort. You 

can regularly audit access to confidential 

information to determine how vulnerable 

your clients are. Review what information is 

accessible, by whom, and where and how it 

is accessible.

You can purchase tools that help with the 

security audit process.

Enforcement
Few people want to play the heavy in 

enforcing security policy. Yet, a policy 

without enforcement is the same as no 

policy and a set up for major trouble. You, as 

a third-party, can help with this.

Rules and polices don’t have the force of law. 

Your clients can’t physically detain someone 

because they broke a corporate rule unless 

it’s backed up by legislation. But employees 

can be dismissed.

One of the easiest ways to enforce policy is 

to show your clients how to make security 

compliance part of the regular performance 

review process. A worker who isn’t safe isn’t 

good for the company.

Devise a series of warnings with increasingly 

stiff sanctions. Some infractions need 

to carry the penalty of instant dismissal, 

such as committing felonies on company 

property. Your client may wish to create 
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rigorous responses to seemingly minor 

security infractions if those lapses result in 

legal exposure.

If a client’s employee, vendor, or customer 

breaks the law, call law enforcement. 

The Security Compliance and 
Vulnerability Assessment and 
Management Market Opportunity 
Regardless of the size of the enterprise, 

most of your clients must conform to 

compliance mandates.

Business Drivers
The biggest business drivers for Security 

Compliance and Vulnerability Assessment 

and Management are mandates: Federal, 

State, Local, corporate policy, and customer 

demanded policies. Once you understand the 

risks that your clients must manage, you can 

then determine the scope of the solution.

Ask your clients about their concerns, 

especially experienced executives who read 

the horror stories in the business papers 

every day.

Technology Drivers 
Aging hardware, software, and networks 

leave open security holes. For some 

customers, getting into compliance means 

a refresh of their computing infrastructure. 

Given that there are 12 new hardware and 

software exploits per day according to 

Symantec, the average company can’t 

keep up with patches and updates. Add to 

this legacy unencrypted archive tapes and 

non-existent or lax security policies, and 

you have an opportunity for a full-blown IT 

architecture project.

Legacy business applications frequently 

don’t have security levels required by 

modern mandates. You’ll need to provide 

additional layers of security—such as bolting 

on single sign-on technology—to bring them 

into compliance.

Add Cloud-based computing and social 

media to the mix and there are lots of 

vulnerabilities and security gaps. You can 

help your clients with these issues.

Your clients will need to trade off the risks and 

rewards between access and security. The 

landscape changes every day, so they will need 

your ongoing services to cope and manage.

Future Trends
Do you expect for the number of compliance 

mandates to increase or decrease? It doesn’t 

matter who’s in government power, it’s going 

to increase. Massachusetts and California 

have declared that if you do business with 
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just one person in their state, you must be 

compliant with their laws. The bad guys 

continue to be cleverer than the government 

watchdogs, so you can expect for your 

opportunities to grow in this area.

Here are some trends to look for:

• Increasingly restrictive compliance 

demands and more egregious penalties 

for not being in compliance.

• Increasing costs to ensure and enforce 

compliance.

• More need for a unified approach to 

compliance and security monitoring.

All of these mean that you’ll be able to offer 

products and services to help your clients 

manage their compliance and vulnerabilities.

How to Identify Likely Prospects 
for Security Compliance and 
Vulnerability Assessment and 
Management
When it comes to discussing security 

compliance and vulnerability assessment 

and management, start at the top. While 

the IT department will find these services 

interesting, you get the greatest amount of 

support from the C-level executives. 

The secret is to identify who is most at risk 

when information becomes compromised. You 

need to speak with the executives whose job 

and reputation are on the line in the case of 

a breach or if noncompliance is determined. 

They know that having a third-party audit 

to verify compliance gives them increased 

protection in the case of legal proceedings.

Depending on the relationship you have 

with your clients, you may already have 

access to the key decision-makers. Or you 

may need to establish new relationships 

higher up in the organization. 

The responsible party could have a title 

such as chief operations officer, security 

officer, legal officer, compliance officer, or 

similar title. 

In any case, you can most efficiently find 

the decision maker by asking your contact, 

“Who is responsible for ensuring that you’re 

in compliance with all applicable regulations 

and mandates?”

If the person you’re speaking with isn’t 

responsible, they will gladly point you in the 

right direction. 

What to Say: 
In your conversation with them, confirm 

they are indeed responsible for data security 

compliance and then asked them, “How do 

you plan and budget for ensuring that you 

are in compliance with all applicable data 
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security regulations and mandates?” 

This will give you some insight in to how they 

approach the task. 

Follow-up with the question, “How would 

you like that to change?” 

What they want to change is what they’re 

willing to buy. Now it’s just a matter of 

matching what you have offer with what 

they’d like to do differently.

The odds are good that they don’t have a 

plan and need your help. Even if they have 

a plan, offer to provide a second opinion. 

In the world of compliance, best-effort and 

third-party consulting carries lots of weight 

in the case of legal challenges.

Managing Common Objections
No doubt you’ll run across some objections 

when you talk with your customers about 

security compliance and vulnerability 

assessment and management solutions. 

Here are the most common ones that 

show up and some suggestions on how to 

manage them. 

The most likely objection that you’ll hear is, 

“We’re in compliance.”

Your response to this should be, “I’m sure 

you are! Yet with all of the new mandates, 

it’s a challenge to keep up. Do you have a 

third party that audits your plans? Let me 

take a look at your systems to look for gaps. 

If we find anything, it’ll save you the cost 

and embarrassment of non-compliance. If 

we don’t find anything, you can say that 

you’re just being cautious and getting a 

second opinion.”

Another common objection is, “We don’t 

have the money.”

Try this reply: “I hear that all the time. And 

I’m sure you do, too. Yet what have you 

budgeted in the case of an audit and un-

intentional non-compliance? Let’s take a look 

to see what you’re doing now to and what 

you might need to do to stay out of trouble.”

Yet another common objection is, “We’re 

going to look at that in the future.”

Try this response: “That’s a great idea! How 

do you plan to protect yourself from non-

compliance between now and then? Let 

me at least put together an interim plan 

to keep you compliant until you can put 

together a full solution.”

Exploring the Opportunity
You can identify opportunities for your 

security practice by asking smart questions 

and intelligently identifying what security 

topics to discuss with your clients.
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Qualifying Questions

These questions let you examine your client’s 

current situation to determine if offering 

your services makes sense.

• What mandates are you required maintain?

• What levels of access control are you 

required by law to maintain? 

• How do you stay up-to-date on these 

mandate requirements?

• How do you insure that you’re in compliance?

• What is your financial and legal exposure 

if you’re out of compliance?

• What policy do you have in place to 

manage an out-of-compliance situation?

• How do you control access and audit 

activities around your critical data?

• What would happen if critical customer 

data got the hands of the wrong people? 

• How will you keep this from happening? 

• What are your plans to protect sensitive data 

safe when accessed via mobile devices? 

Aligning with Your Client’s Motivation
There will most likely be a number of people 

involved in the decision-making process. You’ll 

need to satisfy the executives’ concerns, the 

technical requirements of the IT department, 

the mandates of the legal department, and 

the HR department may have an opinion on 

issuing secure name badges or policy about 

firing non-compliant employees. 

Each of these players in the decision-

making process has their own view of what’s 

important. For example, the IT administrator 

will focus on making sure the security solution 

won’t impact the IT operation. They will also 

want to know the nitty-gritty details about 

how you plan on delivering the solution. The 

legal department needs to make sure that 

they are covered in case of a breach so that 

they have legal defense if they’re brought to 

court or have evidence when they need to 

take someone to court. The executives want 

to make sure that they can maintain and 

grow operations with minimal risk. Customers 

want to make sure that their proprietary data 

stays private. This means that you need to 

cover each of these motivating factors of the 

decision-making team during the discussion 

of your proposed solution. 

Now that you understand some of the issues 

and motivating drivers for your client, you 

can be very compelling as you position your 

security offerings.

Illustrating Compelling Value of 
Identity and Access Management
When you choose a vendor (with the help from 

your Tech Data sales rep) for deploying security 

compliance and vulnerability assessment and 

management solutions, you’ll frequently be 

able to use product-specific tools that will 

help you develop strong value propositions to 

share with your clients. You’ll find assessment 

tools, cost avoidance calculators, compliance 

education, and checklists.
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Couple this with the research that you’ve done 

by asking the questions discussed above and 

you’ll be able to present a compelling reason 

for your clients to take action now.

Closing the Deal
You may have noticed that this type of 

security project has a high-level of executive 

involvement. This means you’ll need to work 

with the executives to identify mandates 

and deadlines.

Wherever possible, align with their internal 

deadlines. If the CEO has promised a 

regulator that a security solution will be 

implemented in the next six months, use this 

information to your advantage. Any time that 

you can link your proposal to meeting their 

deadlines, the deal closes quickly.

Expanding the Security Compliance 
and Vulnerability Assessment and 
Management Opportunity
The process of delivering security 

services is similar to delivering any 

other technology. Break up the task into 

manageable chunks and just get started on 

the most important pieces. It all starts with 

the security policy, understanding what 

mandates require compliance, and then 

looking for vulnerably in those areas that 

require security. 

Next, assemble your team to craft strategic 

approaches to eliminating the barriers and 

evaluate potential solutions. Use the smart 

questions in this and other Tech Data sales 

kits that uncover the necessary information 

so that you can make intelligent choices, 

balancing risk and reward.

Likely Cross-sell and Upsell Options
There are plenty of other items to sell your 

clients as you review their security situation. 

We have created sales toolkits to help in a 

number of these areas. Check with your Tech 

Data rep for these sales kits:

• Application and Data Security

• Secure Content and Threat Management
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• Identity and Access Management

• SMB Security

Your clients will also potentially need 

additional hardware, security appliances, 

networking, upgraded storage, and improved 

data center security.

Other Resources
If you want non-commercial examples of 

security policies, SANS offers samples 

developed by a group of experienced 

professionals; a good starting point. 11 

The IT security policy for Murdoch University 

in Australia is a tight document covering the 

key points, including permission for use by 

others. 12 You might use other university sites 

for policy examples. Just make sure that the 

policies are in the public domain so that you 

can use them.

The SAFE Blueprint from Cisco Systems is 

a best-practices technical discussion about 

business computer networks. It takes a 

defense-in-depth approach so the failure of one 

security system won’t compromise the rest of 

the network. Although the recommendations 

are product agnostic, the solutions center on 

products from Cisco and partners. 13 

An expensive but widely regarded book, 

Information Security Policies Made Easy 

includes electronic templates and fully-

developed examples. 14

11http://www.sans.org/security-resources/policies/

12http://www.murdoch.edu.au/index/policies/it

13http://www.cisco.com/go/safe

14http://www.amazon.com/Information-Security-Policies-Made-Version/dp/1881585131
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Tech Data
SMB Security Sales Toolkit:

How to Build SMB Security Offerings 
into Your Practice

Welcome to the Tech Data SMB Security 

Sales Toolkit. Working with small-to-medium 

businesses often presents challenges. They 

tend to be less sophisticated when it comes 

to IT, they have small budgets to attack big 

problems, and frequently you interact with 

a business owner who doesn’t understand 

security best practices.

This guide can help you with these issues 

by recommending inexpensive and effective 

ways to increase the security of your SMB 

client. This gives you the opportunity to 

expand your relationship and makes way for 

other IT projects.

There are plenty of ideas in this guide that 

you can use to expand your practice. You will 

find best practices that will help you connect 

with your client in a way that helps them see 

the value of what your services.

How to Use this Toolkit
If you haven’t delivered security solutions to 

your SMB clients in the past, you’ll find this 

guide will help pave the road to success.

If you have been selling SMB security 

solutions in the past, you’ll want to use this 

guide to make sure you’re delivering best 

practices. Without a doubt, there are some 

ideas in this toolkit you can use to improve 

the efficiency and profitability of your 

security practice.

While it’s impossible to cover every aspect 

of SMB security in this sales kit, Tech Data 

has plenty of resources that can help you 

solve your client’s problems. From on-staff 

subject matter experts to connections with 

top industry experts, we can help you find a 

solution. If you can’t find the answer you’re 

looking for in this sales toolkit, please call us.

You can get the most out of this sales toolkit 

by thumbing through, reading the headers, 

and looking for something that grabs your 

attention. A trained technical brain works 

by looking for knowledge gaps, so scanning 

through the content is the fastest way to 

add to your insights and grow your security 

practice.

As you review this content, use your best 

judgment to identify what will work for your 

company and your clients.

What is SMB Security?
Small- to mid-size businesses are under 

attack by the bad guys. In fact they’re a 

desirable target for numerous reasons:

• They’re big enough to be worth stealing 

from

• They’re small enough to not have 

sophisticated security or data protection

• They don’t have the resources to pursue 

legal action
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• They tend to be an easy target because 

it only takes a single intrusion to 

compromise everything

• The owner often thinks that they are 

immune to attack and doesn’t need to go 

beyond basic security measures, like anti-

virus.

SMB security is about approaching your 

clients with an eye on these issues. Security 

is a moving target because the attack 

vectors and mitigation methods evolve 

rapidly making it even more difficult for SMB 

clients to keep up. This means you become 

even more critical to your client’s security 

success. 

The key methods to resolve these issues 

include:

• Managed security services because they 

don’t have an IT staff

• Cloud-based security services because 

they don’t have the budget or room for 

on-premise equipment

• Creating and enforcing a security policy

• Routine assessment services to identify 

risk exposure and to ensure solutions stay 

in place and remain current

• Education strategies to keep employees, 

executives, and owners sensitized to 

security best practices

• You play the role of security officer, 

creating and enforcing security policy

It’s About Protecting the Business

For most SMB companies, digital assets are 

loosely protected, easily accessed, quickly 

compromised, and not backed up. They are 

one cyber-attack away from going out of 

business and they don’t even know it. The 

average cost for cleaning up lost customer 

records is $166 per record. Lose 1,000 

customer records and spend $160,000 to 

clean up. That cost is unbearable by many 

SMB clients. 1 

According to a JP Morgan report, 55 

percent of SMBs suffer from fraud, usually 

around digital data. 2  This can mean the 

difference between a profitable business and 

bankruptcy.

SMB security is about protecting your client 

assets. Yet criminals are more cunning and 

more clever about how they clandestinely 

attempt to crack your client’s critical 

infrastructure.

Although the expected attack vector 

comes from malware (such as viruses, 

Trojans, worms), email payloads (scams, 

phishing, spam), or weak protection 

from unauthorized access, increasingly 

SMB attacks come from internal sources: 

malicious or accidental, socially engineered 

or intentional.

1 Do the calculation yourself. http://www.tech-404.com/calculator.html
2 http://www.jpmorgan.com/tss/General/Payments_Fraud_Resource_Center_/1159339812702
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In fact, small banks are often targeted by 

organized crime, where a young criminal 

takes a teller job and systematically harvests 

customer information, quits and cleans 

out the customer accounts. Or they use 

their position to launder money from illicit 

activities. 3 

Industry analyst Gartner estimates that 70 

percent of corporate break-ins are motivated 

by money or political reasons. The other 

30 percent are random attacks to grab 

whatever unsecured assets are available and 

cash in on your client’s hard work. 

Attacks can come from innocently browsing 

the web. Ironically, religious and ideological 

websites have triple the average number 

of threats per infected site than adult 

entertainment sites. 4

If you’ve ever talked with a client who 

has experienced a malicious attack, you 

know that rarely are they surprised by 

the intrusion. Often they knew they had 

a weakness but hadn’t gotten around to 

implementing a security solution. The 

cleanup process was expensive, time-

consuming, and embarrassing.

SMB Security Starts with a Policy
Very few SMB’s have a security policy. 

A security policy drives the rest of the 

discussion, solution investment, and 

continuing operation plan.

Security policy starts with deciding what 

your SMB client wants to protect and then 

deciding how much they want to protect 

it. You don’t want to protect everything; 

it’s too expensive and annoys everybody. 

Compliance mandates don’t require you to 

protect something that’s publicly available.

The security policy discusses protecting 

the ability to conduct business, preserving 

valuable or critical assets that determine 

3 As reported by Ponemon Institute.
4 Symantec Internet Security Threat Report published April 2012 http://www.symantec.com/threatreport/
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the well-being of the organization, and 

complying with any mandates. The key 

assets are:

What’s Valuable?
Security is about identifying what is 

valuable and what requires protection. It’s 

not logical to lock the lunchroom and leave 

the corporate database server in a public 

hallway.

The first step in creating the security policy 

is to identify what they can and can’t live 

without. What are they legally required to 

protect? Defend this first, or they could go 

to jail. What do they need to operate their 

business? Defend that next, or they could 

go out of business. What is impossible 

to replace and what can be covered by 

insurance? What’s a trade secret and what’s 

common knowledge?

What’s Vulnerable?
Next, identify vulnerabilities and threats to 

what is valuable, then minimize or eliminate 

them. It’s also about controlling the effects 

of equipment failure and human error. The 

good news is that protecting from malicious 

attack often minimizes real-world mishap 

such as server or storage failures.

Identifying vulnerabilities requires an outside, 

third-party perspective—that would be you. 

With all of the new threats emerging, it’s a 

real challenge to stay on top of all of them, 

so they can’t do it themselves.

Start with the Basics
Most SMBs have rudimentary security in 

place: keyed locks on the door, a password 

on the QuickBooks account, and a firewall 

installed by their ISP. Beyond that, probably 

not much. The owner most likely has the 

same password on all accounts and hasn’t 

changed it since 2001. Employees have 

passwords written on PostIt notes in their 

top desk drawer. The team shares accounts 

so have many common passwords. All these 

weak links add up to impending disaster. 

A great way for you to start is with the 

“Twenty Critical Security Controls for 

Effective Cyber Defense: Consensus Audit 

Guidelines”. 5  Assembled by the Center 

for Strategic and International Studies 

(CSIC), these top 20 controls start with the 

most critical issues and conclude with a 

comprehensive security policy and strategy 

suitable for any organization.

To give you an idea of how powerful this tool 

is, review this overview of the current version 

of the controls. You’ll quickly see that most 

of your SMB clients don’t have even the first 

control in place.

• Critical Control 1: Inventory of Authorized 

and Unauthorized Devices

5 http://www.sans.org/critical-security-controls/
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• Critical Control 2: Inventory of Authorized 

and Unauthorized Software

• Critical Control 3: Secure Configurations 

for Hardware and Software on Mobile 

Devices, Laptops, Workstations, and 

Servers

• Critical Control 4: Continuous Vulnerability 

Assessment and Remediation

• Critical Control 5: Malware Defenses

• Critical Control 6: Application Software 

Security

• Critical Control 7: Wireless Device Control

• Critical Control 8: Data Recovery 

Capability

• Critical Control 9: Security Skills 

Assessment and Appropriate Training to 

Fill Gaps

• Critical Control 10: Secure Configurations 

for Network Devices such as Firewalls, 

Routers, and Switches

• Critical Control 11: Limitation and Control 

of Network Ports, Protocols, and Services

• Critical Control 12: Controlled Use of 

Administrative Privileges

• Critical Control 13: Boundary Defense

• Critical Control 14: Maintenance, 

Monitoring, and Analysis of Audit Logs

• Critical Control 15: Controlled Access 

Based on the Need to Know

• Critical Control 16: Account Monitoring 

and Control

• Critical Control 17: Data Loss Prevention

• Critical Control 18: Incident Response and 

Management

• Critical Control 19: Secure Network 

Engineering

• Critical Control 20: Penetration Tests and 

Red Team Exercises

Through assessment and automation of 

these controls (which you will provide 

with Tech Data’s help), organizations that 

have implemented the plan have seen a 94 

percent reduction of measured threats, a 

substantial and defensible outcome.

Further, you can legally use these 20 controls 

in your practice, as they are available through 

Creative Commons licensing. 6  You can even 

post them on your website as a resource 

to your clients. You’ll make your money by 

selling products, services, and education 

defined by the control strategy.

Sample Policies

A quick web search of “sample security 

policies” turns up a number of free and for-

fee examples that you can use with your 

SMB clients.

SANS Institute offers excellent sample 

security policies you can download 

and modify. Developed by a group of 

  6 http://creativecommons.org/
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experienced IT security professionals, this is 

a good starting point. 7 

The IT security policy for Murdoch University 

in Australia is a tight document covering the 

key points and includes permission for use 

by others. 8  You might use other university 

sites for policy examples. Just make sure 

that the policies are in the public domain or 

Creative Commons licensing 9  so that you 

can use them.

The SAFE Blueprint from Cisco Systems is 

a best-practices technical discussion about 

business computer networks. It takes a 

defense-in-depth approach so the failure 

of one security system won’t compromise 

the rest of the network. Although the 

recommendations are product agnostic, the 

solutions center on products from Cisco 

and partners. 10 

An expensive yet widely regarded book, 

Information Security Policies Made Easy 

includes electronic templates and fully 

developed examples. 11 

Compliance
If your client does business with a 

sophisticated business customer, they 

probably have a contract in place that 

specifies the security procedures for 

proprietary data. This is certainly true if your 

clients do business with state, local, or the 

federal government. These requirements 

must be reflected in your client’s 

security policy.

When it comes to data protection 

compliance, ignorance is no defense. The 

bar continues to be set higher as to what 

constitutes reasonable care in providing 

security for customers, employees, and their 

data. If there’s a security breach in your 

client’s company, they can count on being 

asked tough questions by stakeholders and 

the law. 

The odds are good that your client needs an 

outside, third-party to help them illustrate 

that they are using reasonable care in the 

protection of their data assets.

Education
Security breaches begin with, “I don’t have to 

worry about a password for my computer; I 

only use the network for printing. And I don’t 

need to change my email password; who 

cares about my emails?”

  7 http://www.sans.org/security-resources/policies/
  8http://www.murdoch.edu.au/index/policies/it
  9http://creativecommons.org/
10http://creativecommons.org/
 11http://www.amazon.com/Information-Security-Policies-Made-Version/dp/1881585131

When it comes to data 

protection compliance, 

ignorance is no defense.
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The biggest bang for the security buck is 

educating your SMB client’s people because 

it puts security into action. Educate all 

employees and vendors about security 

procedures and consequences of 

non-compliance. 

Yes, this costs money, but so do insurance 

and the legal team. Some managers 

complain, “If I train them, they’ll just leave.” 

Well, what if you don’t train them, and they 

stay? An employee who doesn’t follow 

security protocol puts the entire organization 

at risk. Policy is designed to keep everybody 

in the organization out of trouble. Put it 

this way, and you’ll have more enthusiastic 

participation.

Most education is simple, like reminding 

employees to not discuss sensitive 

procedures with outsiders, how to create 

strong passwords, and not using the same 

password on all accounts. Teach them that 

security is a group responsibility; a chain is 

only as strong as its weakest link.

You can purchase security-training materials, 

find public domain training classes, 12  or 

develop your own proprietary materials 

based on the needs of your client. Consider 

using simulators and games to reinforce key 

security principles. 13

Measurement

It makes no sense to have a policy that’s 

not measurable because no one knows how 

well they’re doing or where they need to 

improve. Some things are easy to measure, 

for example your client can survey who’s 

wearing an ID badge and who has access to 

sensitive information.

Software tools, such as those from 

Symantec, can measure company-wide 

security policy compliance and can report 

the level of security for your client’s 

premises. 14  Many of these tools come pre-

configured with security policies based on 

standards and best practices, making policy 

easy to implement, enforce, and measure.

Audits
Your clients need a regular, third-party audit 

to illustrate that they are in compliance 

and to illustrate reasonable care. You 

can regularly audit access to confidential 

information to determine how vulnerable 

your clients are. Review what information is 

accessible, by whom, and where, how, and 

when it is accessible.

You can purchase tools that help with the 

security audit process.

Enforcement

Few people want to play the heavy in 

enforcing security policy. Yet, a policy 

12  A resource featuring open source training can be found here. http://opensecuritytraining.info/
13 One source: http://code.google.com/p/roxor-arcade/wiki/ExternalGames
14 http://www.symantec.com/compliance
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without enforcement is the same as no 

policy and a set-up for major trouble. You, as 

a third-party, can help with this.

Rules and polices don’t have the force of law. 

Your clients can’t physically detain someone 

because they broke a corporate rule unless 

it’s backed up by legislation. But employees 

can be dismissed.

One of the easiest ways to enforce policy is 

to show your clients how to make security 

compliance part of the regular performance 

review process. A worker who isn’t safe isn’t 

good for the company.

Devise a series of warnings with increasingly 

stiff sanctions. Some infractions need to 

carry the penalty of instant dismissal, such as 

committing felonies on company property. 

Your client may wish to create rigorous 

responses to seemingly minor security 

infractions if those lapses result in 

legal exposure.

If a client’s employee, vendor, or customer 

breaks the law, call law enforcement. 

How this Landscape is Changing
Look for an increased number of attacks 

coming from smart phones attaching to 

corporate Wi-Fi networks. A recent study 

estimates that there are more than one 

million compromised Android devices 

and the number is expected to grow 

exponentially. Infection can come from 

something as innocuous as the Google Play 

store, where recently 30 apps were found to 

be attack campaigns. 15

More companies come under attack. In the 

2012 Ponemon Institute survey, 51 percent 

of the CIOs surveyed admitted that they 

experienced attacks daily or weekly. This 

isn’t going to get any better. Cybercrime is 

difficult to prosecute and so defense is the 

best offence. For example, attackers launch 

assaults between countries that have limited 

judicial agreements or share political dislike, 

making it doubtful that governments will 

work together to investigate and prosecute 

cyber criminals.

15 http://www.informationweek.com/byte/android-fails-in-mobile-malware-research/240145092
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More social engineering attacks will be 

launched through mobile phones as SMS 

or text messages. Imagine getting the text 

message: “WELLS FARGO ALERT: Your 

Debit/ATM card has been temporarily 

DEACTIVATED. Please call (719) 237-5841.” 16  

An educated user immediately identifies 

this as phishing and ignores the message or 

forwards it to the authorities. An uneducated 

user will call and get taken.

Threats become more sophisticated. Some of 

the best and most motivated programming 

minds work on intrusion strategies resulting 

in a flood of attacks at the rate of more 

than one new threat per second according 

to Symantec. The solution is to use always-

up-to-date cloud-based threat monitors to 

decrease the likelihood of a local attack.

The SMB Security Market 
Opportunity 
Most of your SMB clients have some type 

of security solution, even if it’s just the free 

antivirus package that came with their 

computer. The problem is that while it’s a 

good start, it’s not enough. Not even close. 

They need to expand their 

protection strategy.

Business Drivers
The biggest business driver for SMB security 

are compliance mandates: Federal, State, 

Local, corporate policy, and customer-

demanded policies. For example, if your 

client does business -- even via the web 

-- in California or Massachusetts, they 

are required to follow certain privacy and 

security breach notification laws. Once you 

understand the risks that your clients must 

manage, you can then determine the scope 

of your proposed solution.

Another business driver is executive or 

owner concerns. Ask your clients about their 

security worries. It’s likely that they read 

security horror stories in the business papers 

every day. They will gladly speak with you.

Of course, if they’ve experienced a security 

breach or attack, they’ll be calling you.

Technology Drivers 
Aging hardware, software, and networks 

leave open security holes. For example, a 

recently announced UPnP vulnerability 17  is 

quite likely an open attack vector for your 

SMB clients, even if your reading this years 

after the vulnerability was announced.

For some clients, getting into compliance 

requires a refresh of their computing 

infrastructure. Add to this legacy 

16 An actual text to cell phone.
17 https://isc.sans.edu/diary/Exposed+UPNP+Devices/15040
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unencrypted archive tapes and non-existent 

or lax security policies, and you have an 

opportunity for a full-blown IT 

architecture project.

Legacy business applications frequently 

don’t have security levels required by 

modern mandates. You’ll need to provide 

additional layers of security—such as bolting 

on single sign-on technology—to bring them 

into compliance.

Add Cloud-based computing and social 

media to the mix and there are lots of 

vulnerabilities and security gaps. You can 

help your clients with these issues.

Your clients will need to trade-off the risks 

and rewards between access and security. 

The landscape changes every day, so they 

will need your ongoing services to cope 

and manage.

How to Identify Likely Prospects for 
SMB Security
When looking for SMB security services 

opportunities, you can begin your 

reconnaissance by asking everybody you 

speak with, “What is your biggest concern 

about computer and data security?” 

The reason why this question works so well 

is because almost everybody has a difficult 

time keeping up with security issues. What 

you learn from this question will give you 

insights into where to probe further in your 

client’s organization.

Who to Talk With: Getting to the 
Decision Maker
You probably already have access to the 

SMB decision-maker because of your client 

relationships. In any case, you can most 

efficiently find the security decision-maker 

by asking your contact the question, “Who is 

responsible for data security?”

If the person you’re speaking with isn’t 

responsible, they will gladly point you in the 

right direction. Hey, they don’t want to be 

responsible if they don’t have to be.

Ask your contact to introduce you to the 

responsible party. If that’s not possible, or 

you don’t have a contact in your target 

client, you’ll have to create your own 

introduction. Here are some suggestions how 

to get invited in.
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Suggested Introduction Email
Subject: New Security Threats

Message:

It seems that every day sophisticated 

companies are in the news about losing 

customer records. And it costs $166 per 

record, on average, to clean up the mess. 

This means the average business can’t hope 

to keep up with the onslaught from the bad 

guys, let alone afford to do what the law 

requires.

If this concerns you, let’s talk. If not, would 

you let me know who should be concerned?

I am (your name) with (your company). Our 

clients tell us that they work with us because 

they can let us worry about security issues 

so that they can go about what’s important 

in their business.

Please let me share with you some the things 

we’ve done for our clients and identify if we 

can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email to schedule a time to 

speak or call my cell phone at (your phone 

number).

P.S. You might find this information helpful. 

(Web address for additional information 

about your security services.)

Suggested Voicemail Script
I’m (your name) with (your company). I’ve 

been working with technology for a long 

time and yet I’ve never seen anything like 

the number security threats occurring 

almost every day, for example, a Fortune 50 

company losing a million customer records 

to a hacker. And it costs $166 per record, on 

average, to clean up the mess. This means 

the average business can’t hope to keep up 

with the onslaught from the bad guys, let 

alone afford to do what the law requires.

The purpose of my call is to share with you 

some ideas that I’ve found to solve this 

problem. Our clients tell us they choose to 

work with us because they can let us worry 

about these issues so that they can go about 

what’s important in their business.

Please let me share with you some the things 

we’ve done for our clients and identify if we 

can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email at (your email 

address) to schedule a time to speak or call 

my cell phone at (your phone number).

I’m looking forward to sharing what I’ve 

learned, (their name).

What to Say: 
In your conversation with them, confirm they 

are indeed responsible for security and then 

asked them, “How do you plan and budget 

for data security?” This will give you some 
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insight in to how they approach their job. 

If they aren’t responsible for planning and 

budgeting, they are the wrong person to 

speak with. Find out who is and get to them.

Follow-up with the question, “How would 

you like that to change?” What they want to 

change is what they’re willing to buy. Now 

it’s just a matter of matching what you have 

offer with what they’d like to do differently.

Managing Common Objections
No doubt you’ll run across some objections 

when you talk with your clients about 

security solutions. Here are the most 

common ones that show up and some 

suggestions on how to manage them. 

The most likely objection that you’ll hear is, 

“Our systems are already secure.”

Your response to this should be, “I’m sure 

they are! Yet when was the last time your 

system was tested? New threats come along 

every day and it only takes one that you’re 

not protected against to destroy everything 

that you’ve done so far. We’ll be glad to 

do this for you and if we find anything, it’ll 

save you the cost and embarrassment of an 

attack. If we don’t find anything, you can say 

that you’re just being cautious and exercising 

reasonable care.”

Another common objection is, “We don’t 

have the money.”

I’m sure you frequently hear this one. Next 

time you do, try this reply: “I hear that all 

the time. And I’m sure you do, too. Yet what 

have you budgeted for when your security 

system fails and you have to recover from 

an attack? You probably retain lawyers and 

hire locksmiths to keep safe. Yet your most 

valuable asset is your data. Let’s take a look 

to see what it would what you need to do to 

protect your data the same way you protect 

the rest to your company.”

Yet another common objection is, “We’re 

going to be looking at that in the future.”

Try this response: “That’s a great idea! How 

do you plan to protect your data between 

now and then? Let me at least put together 

an interim plan to keep you protected until 

you can put together a full solution.”

Exploring SMB Security 
Opportunities
You can identify opportunities for your 

security practice by asking smart questions 

and intelligently identifying what security 

topics to discuss with your clients.

Qualifying Questions for SMB Security

These questions let you examine your client’s 

current security situation to determine if 

expanding their security makes sense.
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• If your data system was disabled, either 

from an intentional attack or an accident, 

how confident are you that you could 

quickly restore critical business systems 

before there was substantial impact?

• What would happen if critical customer 

data got the hands of the wrong people? 

• What are your plans to keep this 

 from happening? 

• What are your plans to protect sensitive 

data safe when accessed via mobile 

devices? 

• Do you have a formal security policy?

• What incidents have you planned for? 

• When was the plan last reviewed?

• When was the last time your employees 

and management had a class about 

 data security?

• If we did a quick survey of your team, how 

many security weaknesses or breaches do 

you think we’d find?

• What records are you required to maintain 

by law? 

• How are you assuring that these records 

are secure?

• What is the potential legal exposure if 

your organization cannot fulfill contractual 

obligations?

• What would happen if your company’s 

financial records were destroyed? What 

would that cost?

Aligning with Your Client’s 
Motivation
When you work with your client, there will 

most likely be multiple people involved in 

the decision-making process. You’ll need 

to satisfy the concerns of the executives 

and owners, the IT team (if they have one), 

the legal team, and your client’s customers. 

Everyone has their own view of what’s 

important in the decision-making process.

For example, the IT administrator will focus 

on making sure the security solution is going 

to be effective with limited impact on the 

rest of the IT operation. They will also want 

to know how you plan on delivering the 

security solution. The legal team needs to 

make sure that they are covered in case of 

a breach so that they have legal defense if 

they’re brought to court. The executives and 

owners want to make sure that they can 

maintain and grow operations with minimal 

risk. The customers want to make sure that 

their proprietary data stays private.

This means that you need to cover each of 

these motivating factors of the decision-

making team during the discussion of your 

proposed solution. Now that you understand 

some of the issues and motivating drivers for 

your client, you can position your security 

offerings in a way that is compelling.

Illustrating Compelling Value of SMB Security

18 https://isc.sans.edu/diary/Exposed+UPNP+Devices/15040
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When you choose vendors (with the help 

from your Tech Data sales rep) for deploying 

security solutions, you’ll frequently get 

access to tools that will help develop strong 

value propositions to share with your clients. 

Couple this with the research that you’ve 

done by asking the questions discussed 

above and you’ll be able to present a 

compelling reason for your clients to take 

action now.

You can calculate what a data breach costs 

for your clients with the Ponemon Institute/

Symantec Data Breach Risk Calculator. 18  You 

can also get current comparisons with others 

in the industry to benchmark data risk costs 

from this resource.

Closing the Deal
Security solutions offer cost reductions 

because of performance improvements 

and potential cost reductions by mitigating 

losses from attack. So there is a efficiency 

improvement component and an 

insurance component.

Using the selected solution’s TCO or ROI 

calculator, you can figure the value of the 

security solution you’re proposing. If you’re 

calculating TCO, divide the resulting number 

by 36 if it’s a three-year figure, or by 60 if 

it’s a five-year estimate. This gives you the 

monthly savings for the solution. Use this 

number to illustrate the value of making a 

decision sooner instead of later.

For example if the security solution you’re 

recommending saves them $3,000 a month, 

every month they delay the decision means 

they write an unnecessary check for $3,000.

Expanding the SMB Security 
Opportunity
There are plenty of other items to sell 

your clients as you dig into their security 

requirements. We have created sales toolkits 

to help in quite a few of these areas. As your 

Tech Data rep for these sales kits:

• Application and Data Security

• Secure Content and Threat Management

• Identity and Access Management

• Security Compliance and Vulnerability 

Assessment and Management
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Your clients will probably need additional 

networking, upgrades storage, and improved 

data center security.

Supporting Resources

There is certainly much more to discuss 

then we can cover in this sales kit. Use these 

resources as a good starting point to gather 

what you need to expand your security 

practice. You may want to feature links 

to these sites on your website, providing 

prospective clients with resources that 

illustrate your security proficiency.

Industry Resources
Look at these websites for sources of up-to-

date statistics, ideas, and insights.

National Vulnerability Database—National 

Vulnerability Database (NVD) is the U.S. 

government repository of standards-based 

vulnerability management data. 

www.nvd.nist.gov

The SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security 

(SANS) Institute—SANS is a great resource 

for computer security training, network 

research, and resources. www.sans.org/

critical-security-controls

Hoax Reference Site—Nothing kills your 

credibility faster than sharing bad data. 

Snopes.com is the first stop for a quick 

check to see if an e-mail warning or story 

is hoax. 

The Security-Specific Search Engine—

SearchSecurity.com offers a variety of 

newsletters or Web casts dedicated to 

security. The site offers security-specific daily 

news, thousands of links, and interaction with 

leading industry experts.

Security and Privacy Research Center—

From creating and implementing a security 

policy to dealing with rogue programmers, 

the CIO Security and Privacy Research 

Center can help with ideas to keep a network 

and site secure. www.cio.com

Computerworld Knowledge Center—

Leading with the latest security headlines, 

Computerworld’s site includes upcoming 

events, links to vendors, security statistics 

and reviews, as well as online discussions. 

www.computerworld.com/securitytopics/

security

Electronic Privacy Information Center—The 

Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), 

a public interest research center, covers the 

gamut of online privacy issues. www.epic.org 

Computer Security Institute—The Computer 

Security Institute publishes the annual FBI/

CSI computer crime and security survey, and 

educates computer and network security 

professionals about protecting information 

assets. www.gocsi.com

The CERT Coordination Center—The CERT 

Coordination Center at Carnegie Mellon 

University is a major reporting center for 

Internet and network security vulnerabilities. 

www.cert.org
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Information Systems Security Association— 

The Information Systems Security 

Association is a non-profit association 

for information security professionals 

that facilitates interaction and education 

to promote secure information systems 

management practices. www.issa.org

Center for Internet Security—The Center 

for Internet Security (CIS) identifies security 

threats of greatest concern and develop 

practical methods to reduce the threats. 

They provide methods and tools to improve, 

measure, monitor, and compare the security 

status of your Internet-connected systems 

and appliances. CIS is not tied to any specific 

product or service. www.cisecurity.org

NIST’s Computer Security Resource 

Center—Resources from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology’s 

Computer Security Division. 

www.csrc.nist.gov

Assessment Tools
Most security vendors include a vulnerability 

assessment tool as part of their suite of 

products or as a sales tool. Ask them 

about what they have available for you to 

complement any tools you already have.
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How to Build Security Offerings 
into Your Practice
Welcome to the Tech Data Secure Content 

and Threat Management Sales Toolkit. As 

you expand your security practice beyond 

providing basic e-mail and application 

threat management, you’ll find this guide 

to be useful in dealing with more extensive 

security issues. 

There are plenty of ideas in this guide that 

you can use to expand your practice. You will 

find best practices that will help you connect 

with your customer in a way that helps them 

see the value of what you’re offering them.

How to Use this Toolkit
If you haven’t delivered secure content 

and threat management solutions to your 

customers in the past, you’ll find this guide 

will help pave the road to a successful 

expansion your practice.

If you been selling content security and 

threat management the past, you’ll want to 

use this guide to make sure you’re delivering 

best practices. Without a doubt, there are 

some ideas in this toolkit you can use to 

improve the efficiency and profitability of 

your security practice.

Threat management is a moving target 

because the attack vectors and mitigation 

methods evolve rapidly and sometimes 

it seems difficult to keep up with all the 

changes and innovations. 

While it’s impossible to cover every aspect 

of content and threat management security 

in this sales kit, Tech Data has plenty of 

resources that can help you solve your 

client’s problems. From on-staff subject 

matter experts to connections with top 

industry experts, we can help you find a 

solution. If you can’t find the answer you’re 

looking for in this sales toolkit, please call us.

You can get the most out of this sales toolkit 

by thumbing through, reading the headers, 

and looking for something that will grab your 

attention. The way that a trained technical 

brain works is it looks for knowledge gaps, 

so scanning through the content is the 

fastest way to add to your insights and grow 

your security practice.

As you review this content, use your best 

judgment to identify what will work for your 

company and your clients.

What is Secure Content and Threat 
Management?
In the Tech Data Application and Data 

Security Sales Toolkit (ask your Tech 

Data rep for a copy) we discussed how to 

implement fundamental security measures 

for email and protecting applications from 

web-based threats.

In this guide, we will discuss how to manage 

Tech Data
Secure Content and Threat 
Management Sales Toolkit:
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other security threats such as external 

network-based attacks, internal data 

misappropriation, and data loss prevention 

(otherwise known as DLP).

Some of the technologies that can mitigate 

these security threats include intrusion 

protection systems (IPS), firewalls, and DLP 

technology. We’ll also discuss other aspects 

of network security.

It’s About Protecting the Data
For most companies, their greatest assets, 

after customer loyalty, are digital. According 

to a University of California-Berkeley 

study, 93 percent of information created 

by corporations is now created entirely in 

electronic form.

Even if your clients don’t have competitors 

that choose to aggressively pursue industrial 

espionage, their network will be under attack 

with criminals looking for ways to break in 

and steal critical client content that they 

can use to their own advantage. Bad guys 

want to crack the company vaults and help 

themselves to valuable data and salable 

customer information.

Secure content and threat management is 

about protecting those assets. There are 

advanced technologies to protect your 

client’s data from network-based attacks. 

The challenge is that the criminals are 

getting more cunning and cleverer about 

how they clandestinely attempt to crack 

your client’s critical infrastructure.

Although the usual attack vector is with 

malware (such as viruses, Trojans, worms), 

e-mail payloads (scams, phishing, spam), 

or weak protection from unauthorized 

access, increasingly network attacks come 

through denial of service attacks and e-mail 

harvesting attacks from botnets created 

from worms.

Industry analyst Gartner estimates that 70 

percent of corporate break-ins are motivated 

by money or political reasons. The other 30 

percent are random attacks to grab whatever 

unsecured assets are available and cash in 

on your client’s hard work. Attacks can come 

from innocently browsing the web. Ironically, 

religious and ideological websites have triple 

the average number of threats per infected 

site than adult entertainment sites.1

1 Symantec Internet Security Threat Report published April 2012 http://www.symantec.com/

threatreport/
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Worming into the Network
Now more common than viruses, a computer 

worm is malicious code that does no harm to 

the host, but secretly invades and takes over 

the computer to do the nefarious bidding 

of its creator, like a zombie. A worm silently 

propagates through network and Internet 

connections. They try to remain invisible and 

are often only noticed when the infected 

computer slows to a crawl, when an antivirus 

scan detects it (more difficult to do these 

days), or when an intrusion prevention 

system spots unexpected or 

abnormal activity.

Zombie Computers Arise
These zombies form a botnet, a network of 

clandestinely controlled computers sending 

spammer’s e-mails or leveling other attacks. 

Botnets are used to launch a directed denial 

of service (DDoS) attack on a website or 

email server. A botnet bombards the target 

site with Web page requests or spam, 

overloading the server, making it unavailable 

for legitimate users. Think of DDoS as 

creating a computer busy signal.

Every day thousands of botnets spew out 

hundreds of thousands of spam messages 

or spawn other attacks.2  If your clients 

think that they are immune from these 

attacks, think again. Businesses as obscure 

as gold-mining and winemaking have 

endured packet-flooding attacks from 

malware-infected zombies. Other targets 

have included gaming sites and online 

stores.3  And the attacks are becoming more 

sophisticated and more difficult to resolve.

The latest Ponemon Institute 2012 Cost of 

Cyber Crime Study found that DDoS attacks 

are the most costly to organizations and 

take an average of 24 days to resolve with 

an average cost of almost $600,000, up 42 

percent from 2011. 4

Harvesting Email Addresses
Botnets can instigate directory harvest 

attacks (DHA) to gather email addresses. 

Spammers direct messages at a company 

using a dictionary of common email names, 

collecting addresses that aren’t rejected. 

A successful attack nets thousands of 

fresh addresses in minutes. That’s why you 

can establish a new email box and almost 

instantly get spam.

During a DHA or DDoS attack, your client’s 

email service slows substantially, inhibiting 

legitimate message delivery because the 

email server responds to each message sent 

to an unrecognized address.

Botnet Defense
Protecting against DDoS attacks requires 

protection at the entry point of the network, 

usually with a dedicated appliance such as 

a firewall or intrusion prevention system 

(IPS). This device must be able to rapidly 

2 See one source of frequently-updated botnet statistics at http://botnet-tracker.blogspot.com
3 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/03/09/gold_mine_site_botnet/compliance
3 http://www.ponemon.org/local/upload/file/2012_US_Cost_of_Cyber_Crime_Study_FINAL6%20.pdf
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differentiate between authorized access and 

external attack.

For endpoint devices such as PCs and 

mobile devices, software can perform the 

function of a firewall or IPS. This approach 

usually impairs performance somewhat and 

requires regular updates as threats change. 

Software-based protection is mandatory if 

devices are used outside of the corporate 

firewall.

As bad as DDoS seems, data loss can be 

more severe and costly. Almost every week 

you see headlines about a major company 

losing control of customer information—

most not handling the bad publicity very 

well. The damage to a company’s brand and 

reputation can take a long time to repair. 

Meanwhile the competition capitalizes on 

their misfortune, mismanagement, and 

malfeasance. 

Preventing Data Leaks
If data is the lifeblood of your client’s 

business, than any data that leaks out 

saps the health of the organization. This 

data could be in the form of trade secrets, 

problems with specific customers that may 

prove embarrassing, or information about 

future products that could undermine 

market success. These data leaks could be 

inadvertent or intentional, sloppy business 

practices, or industrial espionage.

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) systems are 

designed to detect and prevent unauthorized 

use and transmission of confidential 

information. DLP uses data systems that 

identify, monitor, and protect data in use 

(at endpoints such as PCs and mobile 

devices), data in motion (transferred over 

the network), and data at rest (data being 

stored) through deep content inspection and 

usage analysis managed by a centralized 

framework. While this might feel like Big 

Brother is watching your email, there are 

sound reasons to do so.

For example, if records about a new product 

release are being accessed at 3 a.m. by an 

unrecognized IP address, the odds are high 

that’s unauthorized usage. That request gets 

challenged or blocked. Or your client may 

want to stop an instant message heading out 

of the firewall that contains a new product 

code word. 

According to the 2012 Ponemon Institute 

survey, information theft represents the 

highest external cost, accounting for 44 

percent of costs, up four percent from 2011. 5   

DPL systems can help mitigate losses.

  

DDoS attacks can serve as a diversion while 

infiltrating servers in the organization and 

wreaking havoc—compromising sensitive 

3 ibid
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information, planting malicious code and 

more. So IPS and DLP go hand-in-hand.

DLP solutions use multiple methods for 

content analysis, ranging from keywords, 

dictionaries, and regular expressions 

to partial document matching and 

fingerprinting. Most DLP solutions are 

delivered by a combination of software 

solution, hardware appliance, or now more 

frequently, Cloud-based services. 

Software is often used on endpoint devices 

to detect data leakage. This requires 

maintenance and regular upgrades of the 

information signatures to be detected, and 

can be a challenge to implement on mobile 

devices such as cell phones.

Appliances and server-based software are 

used for detection of data leaks on the 

network or residing on storage devices.

The first step to a successful DLP solution 

is to have a written data security policy. 

Without a policy, you have no idea how 

to set up a system to protect your client’s 

critical and sensitive data. More about this 

later on page 16 of this sales toolkit.

While automating a DLP solution is complex 

and requires a lot of maintenance, the cost 

or damage of a data leak to an organization 

is often orders of magnitude beyond the 

cost of a DLP solution. Explore these costs 

with your client to identify the value of a DLP 

solution, and you’ll be very successful.

Customers and Courts Expect 
Compliance
If you’ve ever talked with a client who 

has experienced a malicious attack, you 

know that rarely are they surprised by 

the intrusion. Often they knew they had 

a weakness but hadn’t gotten around to 

implementing a security solution. The 

cleanup process was expensive, time-

consuming, and embarrassing.

If your client does business with a 

sophisticated business customer, they 

probably have a contract in place that 

specifies the security procedures for 

proprietary data. This is certainly true if your 

clients do business with state, local, or the 

federal government.

When it comes to data protection, ignorance 

is no defense. The bar is being set higher 

as to what constitutes reasonable care in 

providing security for customers, employees, 

and their data. If there’s a security breach 

in your client’s company, they can count on 

being asked tough questions by stakeholders 

and the law. 

The odds are good that your client needs an 

outside, third-party to help them illustrate 

that they are using reasonable care in the 

protection of their data assets.
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How this Landscape is Changing
Look for an increased number of attacks 

coming from smartphones attaching to 

corporate networks via Wi-Fi. A recent 

study estimates that there are more than 

one million compromised Android devices 

and the number is expected to grow 

exponentially. Infection can come from 

something as innocuous as the Google Play 

store, where recently 30 apps were found to 

be attack campaigns. 7 

More companies come under attack. In the 

2012 Ponemon Institute survey, 51 percent 

of the CIOs surveyed admitted that they 

experienced attacks daily or weekly. 7   This 

isn’t going to get any better. Cybercrime is 

difficult to prosecute and so defense is the 

best offence. For example, attackers launch 

assaults between countries that have limited 

judicial agreements or share political dislike, 

making it doubtful that governments will 

work together to investigate and prosecute 

cybercrimes.

More social engineering attacks will be 

launched through mobile phones as SMS 

or text messages. Imagine getting the text 

message: “WELLS FARGO ALERT: Your 

Debit/ATM card has been temporarily 

DEACTIVATED. Please call (719) 237-5841.” 
8  An educated user immediately identifies 

this as phishing and ignores the message or 

forwards it to the authorities. An uneducated 

user will call and get taken.

Threats become more sophisticated. Some of 

the best and most dedicated programming 

minds work on intrusion strategies resulting 

in a flood of attacks at the rate of more 

than one new threat per second according 

to Symantec. The solution is to use Cloud-

based threat monitors to decrease the 

likelihood of a local attack.

Why a Security Practice is Valuable 
for You
When you choose to expand your security 

practice to include secure content and 

threat management, you’re moving into a 

bigger world with bigger projects and bigger 

clients with bigger stakes at risk. You’ll also 

be involved with the important decision 

makers in your client organization, especially 

if you work with data leak prevention. 

You’ll also help deliver training to the entire 

organization, expanding your reach and 

influence.

Business Requirements to 
Successfully Sell Secure Content and 
Threat Management Services
To sell these more advanced security 

services, you’ll need to train your staff 

on how to conduct assessments, identify 

opportunities, deploy sophisticated security 

technology, and conduct customer training. 

The good news is that you can charge nice 

6 http://www.informationweek.com/byte/android-fails-in-mobile-malware-research/240145092
7 http://www.informationweek.com/byte/android-fails-in-mobile-malware-research/240145092
8 An actual text to an actual cell phone.
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fees for delivering the services, and in the 

process of doing so, more deeply entrench 

yourself into your client’s organization.

Think about it this way: when you’re working 

with your client’s sensitive data, employees, 

future plans, and proprietary materials, you 

become a true trusted advisor.

If you’re like many business partners, you’ll 

find that as you expand your security 

practice, the rest of your business grows 

organically as you add more services and 

products based on discovering what your 

clients really need. 

The Secure Content and Threat 
Management Market Opportunity 
Most of your clients have some type of 

security solution, even if it’s just the free 

antivirus package that came with their 

computer. The problem is that while it’s a 

good start, it’s not enough. Not even close. 

If they’re likely to come under attack or be 

severely impacted by the leaked data, they 

need to expand their protection strategy.

Business Drivers
Defense from External Attackers

DDoS attacks designed to disable companies 

e-commerce are the modern equivalent 

to a mob shakedown—potentially forcing 

businesses to their knees. They’ve been 

around for a decade but are becoming more 

frequent and aggressive. 9  

Defense from Internal Attacks
Malicious internal attacks can take more 

than 50 days to contain according to the 

Ponemon Institute survey. 10   This can sap 

the life out of a company.

Assisting CIOs with Security 
Concerns
According to a survey by Cisco: 11 

• 33 percent of IT professionals were most 

concerned about data being lost or stolen 

through USB devices

• 39 percent of IT professionals worldwide 

were more concerned about the threat 

from their own employees than the threat 

from outside hackers

• 27 percent of IT professionals admitted 

that they did not know the trends of data 

loss incidents over the past few years.

9 http://thenextweb.com/media/2010/12/19/how-ddos-attacks-became-the-frontline-tool-of-cyber-war/
10 ibid
11 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns170/ns896/ns895/white_paper_c11-506224.html
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Illustrating Reasonable Care
The fact that your customer uses a third 

party brings a new level of defense in the 

case of legal action. You have a golden 

opportunity to educate your clients about 

these issues. They need to know about them 

and they should be hearing about them from 

you.

Technology Drivers 
• As compute power increases and high-

speed bandwidth becomes ubiquitous, 

expect more threats to emerge targeting 

more and more organizations.

• As new data protection mandates increase 

the retention time for data, the need for 

protection against data loss increases 

because there is so much more data at 

risk.

• Threats will increasingly come from 

smartphones as they increase in compute 

power, essentially becoming a portable 

botnet.

Future Trends
The bad guys trying to get to your clients 

data are way more sophisticated than most 

of your clients. It’s more cost-effective for 

organized crime to steal and resell data than 

it is to perpetrate personal attacks. Here are 

some threats to be looking for:

• Using social media opens up additional 

security holes for data leakage. While 

many companies block Facebook and 

Twitter, users can still get around these by 

using anonymizer websites. Look for ways 

to allow social media to be appropriately 

used as well as secured.

• Social engineering continues with text and 

chat threats. Education is the best solution 

to this issue.

• New, online applications are constantly 

being created that will increase the 

potential for data sharing and increased 

security risks. Look for ways to balance 

the advantages of new applications with 

the need for security.

• As bandwidth demands increase, the 

network traffic scanning strategies must 

keep pace with the data throughput.

How to Identify Likely Prospects 
for Secure Content and Threat 
Management
When looking for security services 

opportunities, you can begin your 

reconnaissance by asking everybody you 

speak with, “What is your biggest concern 
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about computer security, specifically loss of 

service and leakage of data?” 

The reason why this question works so well 

is because almost everybody has a difficult 

time keeping up with security issues. What 

you learn from this question will give you 

insights into where to probe further in your 

client’s organization.

Who to Talk With: Getting to the 
Decision-Making Team
You may already have access to the 

decision-making team because of your 

client relationships. Or you may need to 

find some new contacts if you want to sell 

them security solutions. The first step is to 

identify who is impacted when systems are 

unavailable or there is a security breach. It 

doesn’t make sense to talk to anyone else to 

begin with.

The responsible party could have a title 

such as CIO, security officer, legal officer, IT 

administrator, compliance officer, or 

similar title. 

In any case, you can most efficiently find 

the security decision-maker by asking your 

contact the question, “Who is responsible for 

data security?”

If the person you’re speaking with isn’t 

responsible, they will gladly point you in the 

right direction. Hey, they don’t want to be 

responsible if they don’t have to be.

How to Get the Meeting
Ask your contact to introduce you to the 

responsible party. If that’s not possible, or 

you don’t have a contact in your target 

customer, you’ll have to create your own 

introduction.

Suggested Introduction Email
Subject: New Security Threats

Message: It seems that every day 

sophisticated companies are in the news 

about losing customer records. This means 

the average technology user can’t hope to 

keep up with the onslaught from the bad 

guys.

If this concerns you, let’s talk. If not, would 

you let me know who should be concerned?

I am (your name) with (your company). Our 

clients tell us that they work with us because 

they can let us worry about security issues 

so that they can go about what’s important 

in their business.

Please let me share with you some the things 

we’ve done for our clients and identify if we 

can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email to schedule a time to 

speak or call my cell phone at (your phone 

number).

P.S. You might find this information helpful. 

(Web address for additional information 

about your security services.)
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Suggested Voicemail Script
I’m (your name) with (your company). I’ve 

been working with technology for a long 

time and yet I’ve never seen anything like the 

number security threats hitting the network. 

For example, a Fortune 50 company losing 

a million customer records to a hacker. This 

means the average technology user can’t 

hope to keep up with the onslaught from the 

bad guys.

The purpose of my call is to share with you 

some ideas that I’ve found to solve this 

problem. Our clients tell us they choose to 

work with us because they can let us worry 

about these issues so that they can go about 

what’s important in their business.

Please let me share with you some the things 

we’ve done for our clients and identify if we 

can help you in a similar way.

Just drop me an email at (your email 

address) to schedule a time to speak or call 

my cell phone at (your phone number).

I’m looking forward to sharing what I’ve 

learned, (their name).

What to Say
In your conversation with them, confirm they 

are indeed responsible for data security and 

then asked them, “How do you plan and 

budget for data security?” This will give you 

some insight in to how they approach their 

job. If they aren’t responsible for planning 

and budgeting, they are the wrong person to 

speak with. Find out who is and get to them.

Follow-up with the question, “How would 

you like that to change?” What they want to 

change is what they’re willing to buy. Now 

it’s just a matter of matching what you have 

offer with what they’d like to do differently.
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Managing Common Objections
No doubt you’ll run across some objections 

when you talk with your customers about 

security solutions. Here are the most 

common ones that show up and some 

suggestions on how to manage them. 

The most likely objection that you’ll hear is, 

“Our systems are already secure.”

Your response to this should be, “I’m sure 

they are! Yet when was the last time your 

system was tested? New threats come along 

every day and it only takes one that you’re 

not protected against to destroy everything 

that you’ve done so far. We’ll be glad to 

do this for you and if we find anything, it’ll 

save you the cost and embarrassment of an 

attack. If we don’t find anything, you can say 

that you’re just being cautious and exercising 

reasonable care.”

Another common objection is, “We don’t 

have the money.”

I’m sure you hear this all the time. Next time 

you do, try this reply: “I hear that all the time. 

And I’m sure you do, too. Yet what have you 

budgeted for when your security system 

fails and you have to recover from an attack? 

Your company probably retains lawyers and 

hires locksmiths to keep it safe. Yet your 

most valuable asset is your data. Let’s take 

a look to see what it would cost to protect 

your data the same way you protect the rest 

to your company.”

Yet another common objection is, “We’re 

going to be looking at that in the future.”

Try this response: “That’s a great idea! How 

do you plan to protect your data between 

now and then? Let me at least put together 

an interim plan to keep you protected until 

you can put together a full solution.”

Exploring the Secure Content and 
Threat Management
You can identify opportunities for your 

security practice by asking smart questions 

and intelligently identifying what security 

topics to discuss with your clients.

Qualifying Questions for Application 
and Data Security
These questions let you examine your client’s 

current security situation to determine if 

expanding their security makes sense.

• If your data system was disabled, either 

from an intentional attack or an accident, 

how confident are you that you could 

quickly restore critical business systems 

before there was substantial impact?

• What would happen if critical customer 

data got the hands of the wrong people? 

• How will you keep this from happening? 

• What are your plans to protect sensitive 

data safe when accessed via mobile 

devices? 
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• When was the last time your employees 

and management had a class about data 

security?

• If we did a quick survey of your team, how 

many security weaknesses or breaches do 

you think we’d find?

• How long do you have after a data breach 

or outage before your customers would 

begin looking for other vendors?

• What records are you required to maintain 

by law? 

• How rapidly is this database growing? 

• How are you assuring that these records 

are secure?

• What is the potential legal exposure if 

your organization cannot fulfill contractual 

obligations?

• What would happen if your company’s 

financial records were destroyed? What 

would that cost?

• What incidents have you planned for? 

• When was the plan last reviewed?

Triage Questions: Deciding What to 
Discuss for Greatest Impact
When it comes to security, there are so 

many things to talk about that you may be 

uncertain where to begin. Use this guide to 

identify where to start the conversation with 

your client.

What is your data security policy?
If they don’t have a security policy, it’s 

going to be very difficult to identify the 

holes in their security beyond the basics. 

Furthermore, they will have no defense in 

the case of legal action because of data loss. 

Your first step will be to help them develop 

a policy that can then be enforced. Many 

of your clients will need help developing a 

security policy that includes secure content 

and threat management elements.

When was the last time your security 
policy was reviewed?
Even if the organization has a security 

policy, the odds are good that it hasn’t been 

reviewed or tested since it was created. The 

next step is to evaluate the policy to identify 

where it needs to be revised and where there 

are implementation holes. The powerful thing 

about this approach is that management has 

already agreed to the policy, now it’s just 

time to fund the implementation. You don’t 

have to sell them anything, they just need to 

buy what they’ve already agreed to.
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What is your biggest concern around 
data security?
Where your client has a concern, they know 

that there is a weakness in their security 

strategy. You can help them explore the 

costs of securing this weakness and identify 

the value of managing the issue.

What is your roadmap for securing 
your data?
If your client has an idea of where they 

want to go, your job is going to be easy. If 

they don’t have a roadmap, you can consult 

with them on their security goals—based 

on corporate and legal mandates—and help 

them figure out how to get there.

Aligning with Your Client’s 
Motivation
When you work with your client, there will 

most likely be multiple people involved in 

the decision-making process. You’ll need to 

satisfy the concerns of the executives, the IT 

department, the legal department, and your 

client’s customers. Each of these people has 

their own view of what’s important in the 

decision-making process.

For example, the IT administrator will focus 

on making sure the security solution is 

going to be effective with limited impact on 

the rest of the IT operation. They will also 

want to know how you plan on delivering 

the security solution. The legal department 

needs to make sure that they are covered 

in case of a breach so that they have legal 

defense if they’re brought to court. The 

executives want to make sure that they can 

maintain and grow operations with minimal 

risk. The customers want to make sure that 

their proprietary data stays private.

This means that you need to cover each of 

these motivating factors of the decision-

making team during the discussion of your 

proposed solution. Now that you understand 

some of the issues and motivating drivers for 

your client, you can position your security 

offerings in a way that is compelling.

Communicating Powerful Value 
Propositions
If your key contacts are in the IT department 

and they ask you for proposal, that means 

they are interested in your offering but they 

need to communicate the solution value to 

the rest of the decision-making team. Your 

proposal must include value propositions 

that appeal to the decision makers and the 

information that requires them to say yes.

When creating your proposal, focus primarily 

on outcome instead of methodology. The 

reality is that in security, the methodology 

will change because the nature of the threats 

change. Instead, focus on how you will 
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actively help your client protect their data 

and mitigate any issues that might arise. 

If the IT administrator needs additional 

information about the methodology, include 

that as an appendix consisting of data sheets 

and white papers provided by the vendors 

you’ve selected.

Illustrating Compelling Value 
of Secure Content and Threat 
Management
When you choose a vendor (with the help 

from your Tech Data sales rep) for deploying 

threat management and content security 

solutions, you’ll frequently get access to 

tools that will help develop strong value 

propositions to share with your clients. 

Couple this with the research that you’ve 

done by asking the questions discussed 

above and you’ll be able to present a 

compelling reason for your clients to take 

action now.

You can calculate what a data breach costs 

for your clients with the Ponemon Institute/

Symantec Data Breach Risk Calculator. 12  

You can also get current comparisons with 

others in the industry to benchmark data risk 

costs from this resource.

Closing the Deal
Using the selected solution’s TCO or ROI 

calculator, you can figure the value of the 

security solution you’re proposing. If you’re 

calculating TCO, divide the resulting number 

by 36 if it’s a three-year figure, or by 60 if 

it’s a five-year estimate. This gives you the 

monthly savings for the solution. Use this 

number to illustrate the value of making a 

decision sooner instead of later.

For example if the security solution you’re 

recommending saves them $30,000 a 

month, every month they delay the decision 

means they write an unnecessary check for 

$30,000.

Align with their internal deadlines. If the CEO 

has promised the Board of Directors that a 

security solution will be implemented in the 

next six months, use this information to your 

advantage. Any time that you can link your 

proposal to meeting internal deadlines, you 

will speed the deal.

Expanding the Secure Content and 
Threat Management Opportunity
The process of delivering security services 

is similar to delivering any other technology. 

Break up the task into manageable chunks 

and just get started on the most important 

pieces.

Begin by reviewing what level of security you 

12 http://databreachcalculator.com
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need. Then identify the barriers to making 

that happen. Next, assemble your team to 

craft strategic approaches to eliminating 

the barriers and evaluate potential solutions. 

Create smart questions that uncover the 

necessary information so that you can make 

intelligent choices, balancing risk and reward.

Services
Here are some of the services you can offer 

to your clients. Pick and choose those that 

you feel will enhance your business.

Creating, Reviewing, and Auditing 
Security Policy
Security strategy is based on policy, 

education, technology, measurement, and 

enforcement. You can deliver services in 

each of these areas.

A policy is a document that summarizes 

requirements and prioritizes expectations 

that must be met for specific areas of the 

company. It details what’s authorized, what’s 

unauthorized, when policies apply, and who 

is responsible for maintaining and enforcing 

the policies. 

A standard is a specific technical 

requirement that must be met by everyone. 

For example, a computer must be in a 

specific, secure configuration before 

connecting to the corporate network. 

Following industry standards provides a level 

of indemnification when a contract demands 

reasonable care. 

A guideline is a recommended best 

practice that becomes established through 

experience. Effective security policies use 

existing standards and guidelines. This 

speeds adoption because it capitalizes on 

the corporate culture.

Start by creating a policy that defines roles 

and responsibilities. It’s easier to write and 

approve a three-page document than a 

200-page tome. Keep it short and focused, 

assigning responsibility to the right people 

and moving implementation details to the 

right level of expertise. 

Classic policy details scope, reasons, 

definitions, domains, roles and 

responsibilities, management, 

documentation, implementation, 

measurement, and updates and changes.
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Sample Policies
A quick Web search of “sample security 

policies” turns up a number of free and for-

fee examples.

SANS offers excellent sample security 

policies developed by a group of 

experienced professionals; a good 

starting point. 13 

The IT security policy for Murdoch University 

in Australia is a tight document covering 

the key points, including permission for use 

by others. 14  You might use other university 

sites for policy examples. Just make sure that 

the policies are in the public domain so that 

you can use them.

The SAFE Blueprint from Cisco Systems is 

a best-practices technical discussion about 

business computer networks. It takes a 

defense-in-depth approach so the failure 

of one security system won’t compromise 

the rest of the network. Although the 

recommendations are product agnostic, the 

solutions center on products from Cisco and 

partners. 15 

An expensive but widely regarded book, 

Information Security Policies Made Easy, 

includes electronic templates and fully-

developed examples. 16 

Education
Security breaches begin with, “I don’t have 

to worry about a password; I only use the 

network for printing.”

The biggest bang for the security buck is 

educating your client’s people because 

it puts security into action. Educate all 

employees and vendors about security 

procedures and consequences of non-

compliance. 

Yes, this costs money, but so does insurance 

13 http://www.sans.org/security-resources/policies/
14 http://www.murdoch.edu.au/index/policies/it
15 http://www.cisco.com/go/safe
16 http://www.amazon.com/Information-Security-Policies-Made-Version/dp/1881585131
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and the legal team. Some managers 

complain, “If I train them, they’ll just leave.” 

Well, what if you don’t train them, and they 

stay? 

Most education is simple, like reminding 

employees to not discuss sensitive 

procedures with outsiders. Teach them that 

security is a group responsibility; a chain is 

only as strong as its weakest link.

You can either purchase security training 

sessions or develop your own proprietary 

materials based on the needs of your client.

Measurement
It makes no sense to have a policy that’s not 

measurable because no one knows how well 

they’re doing or where they need to improve.

Some things are easy to measure, for 

example your client can survey who’s 

wearing an ID badge and who has access to 

sensitive information.

Software tools can measure company-wide 

security policy compliance and can tell you 

how secure your client’s premises are. (We 

will cover that in another Security Sales 

Toolkit.) Many of these tools come pre-

configured with security policies based on 

standards and best practices, making policy 

easy to implement and measure.

Audits
Your clients need a regular, third-party audit 

to illustrate that they are in compliance and 

to illustrate best effort. You can regularly 

audit access to confidential information to 

determine how vulnerable your clients are. 

Review what information is accessible, by 

whom, and where and how it is accessible.

You can purchase tools that help with the 

security audit process. In addition you’ll 

find a similar security sales toolkit written 

specifically about security compliance and 

vulnerability assessment and management.

Enforcement
Few people want to play the heavy in 

enforcing security policy. Yet, a policy 

without enforcement is a set up for major 

trouble. You, as a third party, can help with 

this.

Rules and polices don’t have the force of law. 

Your clients can’t physically detain someone 

because they broke a corporate rule unless 

it’s backed up by legislation. But they can be 

dismissed.

One of the easiest ways to enforce policy is 

to show your clients how to make security 

compliance part of the regular performance 

review process. A good worker who isn’t safe 

isn’t good for the company.

Devise a series of warnings with increasingly 

stiff sanctions. Some infractions need to 

carry the penalty of instant dismissal, such as 

committing felonies on company property. 

Your client may wish to create rigorous 
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responses to seemingly minor security 

infractions if those lapses result in legal 

exposure.

If a client’s employee, vendor, or customer 

breaks the law, call law enforcement.

Education
Education is the best solution for many 

security issues. If an employee doesn’t surf 

to a dangerous site, they can’t get infected. 

If they can spot email-based attacks or 

social engineering, they won’t get caught. If 

they know what to do if something seems 

unusual, they will respond correctly.

Likely Cross-sell and Upsell Options
There are plenty of other items to sell 

your clients as you dig into their security 

requirements. We have created sales toolkits 

to help in quite a few of these areas. As your 

Tech Data rep for these sales kits:

• Application and Data Security

• Identity and Access Management

• Security Compliance and Vulnerability 

Assessment & Management

• SMB Security

Your clients will also potentially need 

additional networking, upgrades storage, and 

improved data center security.

Supporting Resources
There is certainly much more to discuss 

then we can cover in this sales kit. Use these 

resources as a good starting point to gather 

what you need to expand your 

security practice.

Industry Resources
Look at these websites for sources of up-to-

date statistics, ideas, and insights.

National Vulnerability Database—National 

Vulnerability Database (NVD) is the U.S. 

government repository of standards-based 

vulnerability management data. 

www.nvd.nist.gov

The SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security 

(SANS) Institute—SANS is a great resource 

for computer security training, network 

research, and resources. www.sans.org/

critical-security-controls

Hoax Reference Site—Nothing kills your 

credibility faster than sharing bad data. 

Snopes.com is the first stop for a quick 

check to see if an e-mail warning or story 

is hoax. 

The Security-Specific Search Engine—

SearchSecurity.com offers a variety of 

newsletters or Web casts dedicated to 

security. The site offers security-specific daily 

news, thousands of links, and interaction with 

leading industry experts.

Security and Privacy Research Center—

From creating and implementing a security 

policy to dealing with rogue programmers, 

the CIO Security and Privacy Research 

Center can help with ideas to keep a network 

and site secure. www.cio.com
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Computerworld Knowledge Center—

Leading with the latest security headlines, 

Computerworld’s site includes upcoming 

events, links to vendors, security statistics 

and reviews, as well as online discussions. 

www.computerworld.com/securitytopics/

security

Electronic Privacy Information Center—The 

Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), 

a public interest research center, covers the 

gamut of online privacy issues. www.epic.org 

Computer Security Institute—The Computer 

Security Institute publishes the annual FBI/

CSI computer crime and security survey, and 

educates computer and network security 

professionals about protecting information 

assets. www.gocsi.com

The CERT Coordination Center—The CERT 

Coordination Center at Carnegie Mellon 

University is a major reporting center for 

Internet and network security vulnerabilities. 

www.cert.org

Information Systems Security Association—

The Information Systems Security 

Association is a non-profit association 

for information security professionals 

that facilitates interaction and education 

to promote secure information systems 

management practices. www.issa.org

Center for Internet Security—The Center 

for Internet Security (CIS) identifies security 

threats of greatest concern and develop 

practical methods to reduce the threats. 

They provide methods and tools to improve, 

measure, monitor, and compare the security 

status of your Internet-connected systems 

and appliances. CIS is not tied to any specific 

product or service. www.cisecurity.org

NIST’s Computer Security Resource 

Center—Resources from the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology’s 

Computer Security Division.  

www.csrc.nist.gov

Assessment Tools
Most security vendors include a vulnerability 

assessment tool as part of their suite of 

products or as a sales tool. Ask them 

about what they have available for you to 

complement any tools you already have.


